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44TH CoNGREss, } 
1st Session. 
SE:NATE. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 




Mr. SHER:;\'IA.N, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the following 
REPORT: 
The Committee on Finance, pursuant to instructions of the Senate by 
its resolution of the 24th of January last,"that the Committee on Finance 
be instructed to investigate the books and accounts of the Treasury 
Department, particularly with reference to discrepancies and alterations 
in amounts and figures that have been made in them, especially in the 
annual statements of the expenditures of the Government, revenue col-
lected, and the public debt contained in said reports; and if any such 
discrepancies and alterations be found to exist, to report the same and 
the extent and nature thereof, the years wherein they occur, by what 
authority made, if any, the reasons that induced them, and to report 
generally such other and further information bearing upon the subject 
as to them may seem best, and that said committee have power to send 
for persons and papers," have given the subject as careful attention as 
their official duties permitted. 
The substance of the information received by them is em uodied in 
the following letters and statements hereto annexed and made a part of 
this report. The references in these statemPnts to the various docu-
ments referred to, and especially to the annual reports of the Secretary of 
the Treasury on the state of thelinances, made it necessary to examine 
all these statements, but they are too voluminous to embody in this 
report. 
Your committee think it would best answer the purpose of the inquiry 
to state in general terms the result of their investigation. 
The primary object in the organization of the Treasury Department 
is to secure the safe custody and legal disbursement of all the public 
money. A secondary object, and yet a very important one, is to secure 
an accurate accountability and full public statement of all receipts and 
expenditures by the Government. These are separate and distinct 
questions, the first referring to the actual custody and disbursements; 
the second to the ~roper accounts of such receipts and expenditures. 
Both objects are intended to be secured by the Constitution in the 
seventh clause of section 9, article 1, that "no money shall be drawn 
from the Treasury but in consequence of appropriations made by law; 
and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures 
of all public money shall be published from time to time." 
B,y the several acts organizing the Treasury Department, it was in-
tended to secure the safe keeping and custody of the public money, and 
a full statement and account of all receipts and expenditures. All 
money was to be covered into the Treasury; and all claims and demands 
whatever by the United States, or against them, and all accounts what-
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ever in which the United States are concerned, either as debtor or cred-
itor, were to be settled and adjusted in the Treasury Department. 
When money is covered into the Treasury it is under the safeguard 
of the Constitution and the law. It cannot be disbursed without an 
appropriation by Congress; and when the appropriation is made it can 
only be paid out when an organized corps of accounting-officers shall 
. concur, first, that the appropriation has been made; second, that the 
expenditure is within the meaning and intent of the law; third, that 
the amount is justly clue, as shown by the voucher. Then it can be paid 
out by the Treasurer, and then alone can he be credited for the pay-
ment. When the pHyment is made the transaction is registered not 
only by the Treasurer himself, but by the officers specially designated 
to register and keep an account "of all receipts and payments by the 
Treasurer of the United States." 
So far as the safe keeping and custody of public money covered into 
the Treasury is concerned, it would be difficult to point out a better 
· mode than is provided for by existing law. Every safeguard that has 
l>een suggested has been fnrnisbed. No law can prevent the neglect or 
violation of their public duties by Comptrollers, Auditors, or Registers; 
but tbe guards and cbecks upon such misconduct are as perfect as human 
i ugen uity could devise. 
When money is covered into the Treasury it can only be paid out on 
a warrant of the Secretary of the Treasury, countersigned by the Comp-· 
troller and registered by the Register; which warrant is based either, 
first, on a proper requisition in favor of a disbursing-officer; or, second, 
in pa~·ment of a claim duly audited by the accounting-officers. Each 
of these officers performs duties independent of the otlwr, and the sig-
nature of each is requisite to authorize and attest payments of public 
money. This moue, in force since the organization of the Government, 
is very satisfactory. 
l\loney is covered in to the Treasury by a warrant, (based upon a cer-
tificate of deposit,) countersigned by the Comptroller and registered by 
the Register, as in case of a pay-warrant. As stated before, moneys 
covered into the Treasury cannot be again taken out, except through 
an appropriation; and even moneys erroneously covered in, as in case 
of customs or internal revenue, can only be recovered through an appro-
priation, which, in the two cases mentioned, is authorized by law; but 
an account has to be stated against the appropriation, as in the case of 
expenditures; so that by no p-;·ocess can receipts covered into the Treas-
ury be diminished, but the expenditure is increased to the extent of the 
erroneous payments. In the case of moneys refunded as excess of 
deposits made in the customs service, the whole amount of the receipts 
is charged as received into the Treasury, and the amount refunded is 
charged to an appropriation. These are not actuall;r and properly 
expenditures, yet, under the inflexible S,)Stem which is controlled by the 
Constitution itself, every payment from the Treasury must be made 
through au appropriation. 
One of the most troublesome propositions before the 1freasnry Depart-
ment is to make the expenditures of a certain fund or the accounts of 
a particular transaction conform to the direction of the law. The 
system of accounts must, then, be so universal as to be able to accom-
modate itself to any particular case that may arise. The act of 1836 
directed that more than $28,000,000 surplus revenues be deposited with 
the States. It would have been much more convenient for the Depart-
ment to have charged off from the accounts these amounts of money to 
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€ach of these States '' ith which it was deposited; .but the law directed 
that the money should remain on deposit with the States; and hence 
to this day that amount of money in the public accounts is included in 
the account of" cash in the Treasury," although the probable intention 
was that it should not be repaid. · 
UNA V .A.IL.A.BLES. 
All money in the Treasury, wherever it may be deposited or placed 
for disbursement or custody, is charged to the Treasurer of the United 
States. It is obvious, however, that this money may be lost without fault 
on the part of the Treasurer, by robbery, accident, defaleation of a sub-
ordinate officer, misconduct of depositaries having it in charge, or other-
wise. Still, under the law, the Treasurer is responsible, and is charged 
with these sums. Such a deficit would in the accounts of a :firm be a sim-
ple, plain entry in the profit and loss account by crediting cash and deb-
iting the defaulter. But from the fact before stated that money cannot 
be taken from the Treasury except by an appropriation, this course could 
not be pursued. An account called "unavailables" was created, which 
was charged with the amounts, and the Treasurer credited in his general 
account through the statement of an account by -the accounting-officers. 
This method of relieving the Treasurer is, your committee are in-
formed, a practice which bas grown up, and is not authorized by law, and 
for some years past bas been prohibited by the Uomptroller, and has 
been discontinued. It is plain that the Treasurer should be relieved 
from this responsibility, and that Congress should in some proper way 
provide by law for the dropping of these unavailable funds, by author-
izing a credit to tlle Treasurer, and a corresponding charge against the 
defaulting officer, who fails to pay_ the money on demand. 
TRUST-FUNDS. 
Again, when large sums of money were paid into the Treasury as 
trust-funds, they were considered, not as general assets in the Treasury 
from which general expenditures could be made, and hence a system 
after 1842 grew up of attempting to keep separate the trust-fund account. 
The moneys deposited with the States, trust-funds and unavailable 
balances, bad swollen to so large an item in the cash-account that in 1842 
it was dropped from the anmtal statement made in the Finance Report, 
but still retained (as it could not be excluded for reasons before given) 
in the official statement of the Treasury receipts and expenditures. In 
1866 the trust-funds and unavailables, amounting to $2,217,732.94, were 
again included in the yearly statements of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, (see Finance Report for that year, pages 2 and 32, a detailed state-
ment of which will be found in the accompanying papers,) and the ex-
amination by a detail of clerks, in 1870, was made in order that these 
trust-funds might be added to the general balance in other years. (See 
Finance Report 1870, and accompanying papers.) 
In view of the varying opinions of Secretaries of the Treasury as to 
the manner in which these funds should be treated, and the confusion 
in statements created thereby, your committee are of the opinion that 
it would be better that all money belonging to the United States, of 
which the interest alone is to be disbursed for the benefit of others, 
should be covered at once into the Treasury, so that its expenditure 
may be under the general safeguard of the law, to be paid out only in 
pursuance of an appropriation · by Congress. For instance, the fund 
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received for the Srnithsonian Institution was originally invested in State 
stocks, through which investment the fund lost interest for a number 
of years, and notably in the case of Arkansas, which still owes the 
amount invested in the bonds of that State. Congress was compelled to 
direct that the whole of this fund as fast as collected should be paid into 
the Treasury, and assumed the debt to the whole amount of funds re-
ceived, and obligated the Government to pay 6 per cent. interest upon 
the same. By this method the transaction is very much simplified; 
absolute security is given to the fund and the proper accountability is 
required at the Treasury. 
The Navy pension-fund, amounting to $14,000,000, now by law in-
vested in the temporary loan at 3 per cent. interest, should be covered 
into the Treasury, and, to meet the purpose for which the fund was 
created, the obligation of Congress be given to appropriate the interest 
each year; and it would appear to your committee that all trust-funds 
now outstanding, unless there is some clear reason to the contrary, 
ought to be covered into the Treasury, and all appropriations from such 
trust-funds be made by Congress. 
These are the only changes your committee can recommend in the laws 
regulating the safe-keeping and disbursement of public money. 
These explanations will appear more intelligible by reference to the 
following scheme of accounts of the Treasury Department from 1861 to 
1870, which comprises the years in which the alleged discrepancies oc-
curred, and a comparison of which will show the perfect harmony of 


















To appropriations to date ......... . 
To balance .................... . 
To appropriations (b) . .................. .. 
...... flo ..................... . 
...... do ........... . 
...... do. 
...... do. 
...... do ............ . 
...... do. 
...... do ................ . 
...... flo ............................. .. 
To balance ...................................... . 
General Fund. 
$2, 324, 050, 879 04 
2, 324, 050, 879 04 
$12, 805, 652 36 
673, 448, 954 36 
1, 774, 341, 938 91 
799, 640, 714 58 
2, 061, 582, 607 14 
818, 768, 122 52 
1, 055, 611, 178 54 
986, 197, 619 27 
5H9, 480, 7:l2 56 
689, 652, 190 08 
92, !)!)6, 304 90 
9, 554, 526, 005 22 
.June 30, 1861 


















By receipts to date.: ... -·----.- ................. . 
By amount carrieu to the surplus fund ..•........ 
By amount erroneously carried to the surplus 
fund in 1847 and restored in 1850 ...•••.•..... _ .. 
By amount of repayments with no corresponding 
expenditures, 1851 .•.•• - ••.•. -- .....••••••.••••. 
By amount of repayments, with no corresponding 
expenditures, 1852 ..••..••••••.••••••..••..••... 
By balance ...... . 
B . t ( ) {Ordinary...... $581, 628, 181 26 Y recCip 8 a · Trust ftmds... 51, 734 67 
By surplus fund (d) .••••••••• - •.••• --.-.-.---.--. 
B . . t {Ordinary...... 888,082,128 05 Y recelp 8 • -- Trust funds... 1, 297,524 47 
By surplus fund .......................... -----·--
B . t 5 Ordinary ...... 1, 389, 466, 9G3 41 Y recerp s --- ~ Trust funds... 3, 994, 054 16 
By surplus ftmd ............................ : .... . 
B . t { Oruinary ...... 1, 801, 792, 627 51 Y recelp s · ·- Trust funds... 4, 146, 718 42 
By surplus fund ................................. . 
By receipts ...................................... . 
By surplus fund ............... . 
By receipts ......... .. 
By surplus fund ................................. . 
By receipts ......................... .. 
By surplns fund ................................. . 
By receipts .......•.................•. 
By surplus fund ..................... . 
~; ~~~-~wlt:f~;;d~~:::: :::: :~::::: ::::::::::::::::: 
CR. 
$2, 267, 450, 570 98 




12, 805, 652 36 
2, 324, 050, 879 04 
581, 679, 915 93 
375,814 27 
889, 379, 6:i2 52 
553, 928 40 
J 1, 393, 461, 017 57 
7, 459, 845 16 
l1, 805, 939, 345 93 
3, 457, 463 03 
1, 270, 884, 173 11 
1, 317, 884 95 
1, 131, 060, 920 56 
935, 305 81 
1, 030, 749, 516 52 
fiS, 587, H65 49 
609, 621, 828 27 
51<, 739, 194 63 
696, 729, 973 63 
3, 592, 259 44 





























J uue 30, 1861 


















July 1, 1870 







Appropriation acoonnts, under which an account is kept 'With each appropriation. 
EXPENDITURES. 
To amount of warrants issued to date ............ $2,236,953,176 27 II June 30, 1861 
To surplus fund.................................. 43, 606, 605 26 
To amount erroneously carried to the surplus 
fund in 1847 and restored in 1850................ 152, 249 94 
To amount of repayments when there were no ex-
penditures, 1851................................ 21, 621 05 
To amount of repayments when there were no ex-
penditures, 1852...... .......................... 14,179 45 
To balance of appropriations .••••...........•.••. ~· 047 07 
To amount of war- f Ordinary.. $570, 841, 700 25 
rants issued (c) . {Trust fund 17, 040 75 
To surplus fund (d) ............................. . 
To amount of war- S Ordinary.. 895, 796, 630 65 
rants issued (f). { Trust fund 30, 729 59 
To surplus fund ................................. . 
To amount of war- f Ordinary .. 1, 298,056, 101 89 
rants issued .... { Trust fund 88, 554 11 
To surplus fund ................................. . 
To amount of war- f Ordinary .. 1, 897, 674, 224 09 
rants issued .... { Trust fund 7, ~42, 242 00 
To surplus fund ................................ .. 
To amount of warrants issued .•... 
To surplus fund ................................. _ 
To amount of warrants issued ................... . 
To surplus fund ................................. _ 
To amount of warrants issued ...•................ 
To surplus fund ................................. _ 
To amount of warrants issued .................. .. 
To surplus fund ................................ .. 
To amount of warrants issued ................... . 
To surplus fund ...... 
To halance. 
2, 324, 050, 879 04 
570, 858, 741 00 
375, 814 27 
89.5, 827, 351 24 
553,928 40 
J 1,298,144,665 00 
7, 484, 845 16 
J 1,904,916, 466 09 
3, 457, 463 03 
1, 141, 072, 665 09 
1, :n 7, 884 95 
1, 093, 079, 655 27 
935, ao5 s1 
1, 069, 889, 970 74 
68, 587, 965 49 
584, 777, 996 11 
58, 739, 194 63 
702, 907, 842 88 
3, 592, 259 44 
85, 532, 079 43 
9, 492, 027, 095 03 
July 1, 1861 









UN AVAIL ABLES. 
To unavailables (e) • .••••• 
...... do 
..••.. do 
...... do ...... 
...... do 
...... do ...................... .. 
...... do ....................... . 
$11, 110 81 II ]'iscal year 1869 
6, 000 01 July 1, 1870 
9, 210 40 
6, 095 J1 
172,094 29 
721, ~27 93 
4, 422 90 
930,761 45 
Al'PROPRIATIONS. 
By appropriations to date ..... . 
By balance of appropriations ........ . 
By appropriatiovs (b). 
By appropriations .... 
...... do 
...... do 
...... do .......................... .. 
...... do ... . 
...... do 
...... do 
...... do ....... · .................................. . 
By receipts from unavailables .... 
By balance ............•.......•...... . ........... 
$2, 324, 050, 879 04 
2, 324, 050, 879 04 
43, 303, 04 7 07 
673, 448, 954 36 
1, 774, 341, 938 91 
799, 640, 7H 58 
2, 061, 582, 607 14 
818, 768, 122 52 
1, 055, 611, 178 54 
!!86, 197, 619 27 
589, 480, 722 56 
689, 652, 190 08 
9, 492, 027, 095 03 
$6, 493 63 
9;24, 267 82 































June 30, 1861 
July 1, 1861 










June 30, 1861 
Jnly 1,1863 
July 1, 1865 
July 1,1867 
July 1, 186!) 




Jltly 1, 1870 
TreasurmJs general account. 
RECEIPTS. 
To receipts to date ............ . • • • • • • ,$Z, 267, 450, 570 98 June 30, 1861 
To bala~ce in T1 e .tsury 
To receipts (a) ................................. .. 
To receipts ........... . 
..••.. do ........... . 
...... do ........... . 
...... do ..... . 
...... do ..•... 
...... do ........... . 
...... do ......................................... . 
To receipts from unavailables ................•.. 
To receipts ..................................... . 
To balance outstanding ........................ .. 
To outstanding warrants paid dnring tbe year (f) 
To out::;tanding wanants paiu during tho year ... 
..•••. do ..... . 
...... do ..... . 
.•.... do .•••..•............. 
To balance ..•.•• 
Unappropriated balance ........................ . 
Balance of appropriations ............••••........ 
Outstanding warrants ......................... .. 
2, 267, 450, 570 98 
30, 963, 857 83 
581, 67Y, 915 93 
889, 379, 652 52 
1, 39:1, 461, 017 57 
1, 805, 939, 345 9~1 
] ' 270, 884, 173 11 
1, 131, 060, 920 56 
1, 030, 749,516 52 
609, 621, 828 27 
6 493 63 
696, 7~u; 973 63 
9, 440, 476, 695 50 
















July 1, 1870 
OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
• $466, 463 12 II June 
3, 988, 560 01 
1, 52"1, 190 23 
3, 271, 911 39 
355,293 01 
247, 548 56 
1, 127, 527 45 







$!)2, 996,304 90 II July 
85, 532, 079 4 3 July 
1, 127, 527 45 









*Includes amounts deposited with the 
EXPENDITURES. 
By amo1mt of warrants paid .. . ....•. ' $2, 236, 486, 713 15 
By balance in Treasury .......... .. 
By warrants paid (c) ............................ . 
B,y unavailables (e) •••• 
By wanants paid (f) ............ . 
By nnavailables .•...• 
By warrants paid 
By unavailables ..... .. 
B.v warrants paid ............................... . 
By unavailables ................. . 
~~ ::~~~~t:b1:~~ :~:: ~: :~:: :::: ::~: :::::::: ~::::: 
By warrants paid ..••..•....••..••. 
By unavailables ..................... . 
By warrants paid 
By warrants paid ..••.• 
By unavailal>les ..•.••..... 
By warrants paid ......... . 
By balance in Treasury ........................ .. 
By amount issued but unpaid to date ...•..... _._ 
30, 963, 857 83 
2, 267, 450, 570 98 
565, 667, 358 08 
11,110 81 
899, 815, 911 25 
6, 000 01 
1, 295, 541, 114 86 
9, 2~0 40 
1, 906, 433, 331 37 
6, 095 11 
1, 139, 344, 081 95 
172,094 29 
1, 096, 351, 566 66 
721,827 93 
1, 069, 372, 245 36 
585, 133, 289 1~ 
4, 422 90 
703, 155, 391 44 
178, 731, 643 96 




B,y warrants is;med in year but not paid I c) ••.••. 
466, 463 12 
5, 191, 382 9~ 
2, 603, 550 14 By w:urants issued in year l>ut not l:JaiLl ........ _ 
...... do ......................................... . 
....•. do ......................................... . 
Unavailabll:ls ...... 
Balance in Treatmry 
1. 738, 909 09 
517, 725 38 
10, 518, 030 65 
$924,267 82 
*178, "/ill, 643 96 
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First is the general rwcount, to which all receipts are credited. The 
proper debit of this account is the appropriation warrants in aggre-
gate. 
The next is that of the individual appropriation accounts, which by 
law the Secretary is directed to carry to the Cl'!4jdit of partieular accounts. 
All pay-warrants are charged to their appropriate appropriations and 
credited to the Treasurer in his general account when paid. If unpaid 
at the end of the year, they are credited to an account of outstanding 
warrants. When warrants outstanding from a former year are paid, 
they are. credited to the Treasurer and charged to the outstanding, ac-
count. The Treasurer is also charged with all receipt-warrants paying 
money into the Treasury. vVhen an appropriation has any balance re-
maining undrawn for the time limited by law to whi~h the appropriation 
is available, a "surplus-fund" warrant is issued charging the appropri-
ation account and crediting the general fund. 
As there is no way by which money can be taken out of the Treasury 
except through an appropriation, the only way the Treasurer can receive 
credit for moneyf::l for which he is responsible whieh have been lost 
through the- defalcation of dep'ositaries, or by which such _defaulting 
officers can be personally charged on· the books of the Department, is 
through the medium of an account designated "unavailables," to which 
all unavailable funds are charged whenever the Treasurer receives credit 
for them. If any amounts are afterward recovered on this account, the 
"unavailable" account is credited and the Treasurer charged. 
An inspection of these accounts will show that the expenditures of 
the Government may be stated from either the appropriation account 
or the Treasurer's general account of receipts and expenditures, the dif-
ference being that the Treasurer's account will only show warrants paid, 
while the appropriation account will show all warrants issued. The har-
mony, then, between these two accounts, will always be complete when 
the outstanding warrants are taken into account. 
For the years 1862, '63, '64, and '65 the receipts and expenditures of 
the Government were published in the finance reports, excluding the 
trust-funds. This was done in accordance with the custom referred to, 
which bad obtained since 1842, and which was changed to the present 
system in 1866. (See Finance Report, 1865, p. 2.) 
The Register of the Treasury, since the commencement of the Gov-
ernment, has pursued the system of stating the expenditures of the 
Government by the Treasurer's account, (warrants paid;) but as this 
account cannot be settled in time to be included in the finance report, 
the expenditures, as shown by the appropriation account, (warrants 
issued,) are used for the time being; but as soon as the Treasurer's 
account is settled, the correct amount by warrants paid is sqbstituted 
in the published tables. During the war the settlement of the Treas-
urer's account was so far in arrears that the change from warrants 
issued to warrants paid was not made from 1862 until 1869, when the 
changes in the years 1862 to 1866, inclusiye, were effected. ' 
· PUBLIC-DEB1' STATEMEN'f. 
This statement was, prior to 1871, prepared from the "issues and re-
<lemptions," but in that year a thorough examination was had of the 
receipts and expenditures from the year 1836, when there was no public 
debt; every item of payment on account of public debt was scrutinized. 
The object of the examination was to prove tlle accuracy of the accounts 
by showing the public debt to be the difference between the receipts 
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from loans and the payments in redemption. Yarions differences were, 
however, found to exist, not in any manner affecting the cash in the 
Treasury, which are fully explained in the following statement t<tken 
from the Finance Report for 1871, page 20 : 
The statement of the receipts and expenditnres, on acconnt of the 
principal of the public debt, aR per Tables M and N, shows tile net 
receipts from the organization of the Govemment to June :30, 1871, 
to have been .•.................•................•...........•. $7, 09-l, 541, 041 38 
'!'be expencUtures for tile same period were ........• ___ ........... 4, b57, 43-!, 540 51 
Leaving . ___ •.... _ ........... _ ..................•.... _.. . . 2, ~~~7, 106, 500 87 
as the amount of the principal of the public debt outstanding and unpaid on June 30, 
1871. 
Tile amount of the principal of the public deut, outstanding and unpaid, as shown 
by the monthly debt statement for Jnly 1, 1871, and Tables I and L, is $2,:353,211,332.:32, 
showing a difference of $116,104,8314G more outstanding by debt statement than by 
the statement of receipts and expenditures. This difference is thus explained : The 
following stocks were issued in payment of various old debts and claims, but in the 
transactions no money ever came into the Treasury. On the maturity of the stock it 
was paid off, showing an expenditure where there had been no corresponding receipt: 
Revolutionary debt of the several States, estimated ...... ·----- ... 
Mississippi stock, exact ...... -----· ...•••........................ 
Louisiana purcha~e, exact .........•....................... _ ..... 
Washington and Georgetown debt to Holland, exact .....•.•...... 
United States bank stock, exact ................•............. ___ _ 
Six per cent. navy stock, exact .••.•..•..• · ....••..•••............ 
Texas pnrchase, exact .•.•.........•...........•.....••..•• _ •.... 
Mexican indemnity, fourth and fifth installments, exact ...•........ 
In addition to the foregoing, the following amount is to be added, 
beiug composed of discount suffered in placing loans, interest paid 
and erroneously charged as pri~cipa,l, and various errors in set-
tling and stating loan accounts. All of these latter and the Revo-
lutionary debt are now being investigated, and will be explained 
in a future report in detail. .•.•.•.....•...................•.... 
$76,000,000 00 
4,282,151 12 








It must be borne in mind, in reading this explanation, that the errors alluded to are 
not such as in any manner affect the cash account of the Government, or reflect upon 
the integrity of former officers of the Treasury. A part of the differences has arisen 
from a want of knowledge and care on the part of subordinate clerks in stating loan 
accounts, but much the larger proportion has occurred from a want of unity, system., 
and p1"oper method in the accounts as heretofore kept in the Department. And these 
latter defects are partly owing to a want of sufficient legislation to enable the accounts 
to be properly kept. A bill was presented to Congress at its last session which was 
intended to supply this deficiency. It passed the House, but was not reached in the 
Senate. Until there is legislation, these errors and defects in the accounts must be 
perpetuated, and others .must be made. . 
As an illustration of the class of differences which require legislation before they 
can be corrected, the two following are given : In 1850 there were $5,000,000 in bonds 
issued to pay Texan indemnity. Por these bonds no money was ever received, and 
therefore there is no entry representing them on the credit side of the account, as in 
ordinary loan transactions. ·when the stock matured it was paid out of the Treasury 
and charged in the loan accounts, thus erroneously reducing this account by just the 
amount paid. The loan of Pebruary, 1861, was sold at a discount of $2,019,776.10. 
Only the difference between tile amount of t.his loan and of this discount was received 
into the Treasury. The loan appears in the debt statement at the par of tile issue, but 
in the receipts and expenditures it cau only appear (for want of a premium and dis-
count account) at the actual amount of money received for the loan. 
The following copy of a letter prepared by the present Assistant Sec-
retary of the Treasury, .Mr. Conant, under the directio11 of the Acting 
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Richardson, explains very full.Y the cause 
of the apparent discrepancies in the statements of the public debt: 
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SIR: Referring to yonr communication of the 2cl inst.ant, calling attention to appar-
ent discrepancies in the different statements of the outstanding amount of the public 
debt of the United States on July 1, 1869, as follows: 
By Finance Report for 1869, page xxix ... --- •.••..••..... __ •.• ____ $2, 656,603,955 73-
Monthly Debt Statement, July 1, 1869 .. _ ..... _ •.•..•••.... __ .. 2, 645,170,294 16· 
:Finance Report, 1870, (June 30, 1869,) page xx v .. _... . • • . • • . . . . 2, 588, 452, 213 94 
Finance Report, 1870, (by the Register,) _page 276 ...•.. __ ... __ • 2, 489, 002, 480 5~ 
and requesting information respecting the same, I have the honor to submit the follow-
ing explanations: 
The first statement given is a statement showing the various acts of Congress au-
thorizing the different issues of the securities of the United States, "length of the 
loans," " when redeemable," "rate of interest," "price at which sold," '' amount au-
thorized," "amount issued," and" amount outstanding," and the amount above given, 
$2,656,603,955.73, is correct; which, it must be borne in mind, only represents the· 
p1·incipal of the outstanding issues under various acts. This statement has uniformly 
been made up from the loan accounts. 
The second amount given as the debt, $2,645,170,294.16, by the monthly debt-Rtate-
ment July 1, 1869, is a misrepresentation; the amount of the pl'incipal therein being 
$2,597,722,9tl3.37, to which is added accrned interest, amounting to $47,447 ,310.79; making-
a totalofprincipal and interest corresponding to the :figures above given, $2,645,170,29-1.16. 
It will be seen at once that the first and second amounts are obtained from different 
data, the first treating of principal of the debt, and the second of principal and accrued' 
interest, and for this reason are not comparable. The discrepancy, then, to be explained 
is, the difference between these two amounts, representing, respectively, the 1JI'incipal 
of the public debt by the Finance Report, 186\:1, $2,656,603,955.73, and the monthly 
debt-statement July 1, 1869, $2,597,722,91)3.37, a difference of $58,880,972.36, which arises 
in the following manner: 
Included in the items which form the aggregate of outstanding principal in Finance 
Report, 1869, page 27, authorized under various acts, are the bonds issued to the sev-
eral Pacific Railroad Companies, amounting to $58,6:38,320, and $113,915.48 of "old 
funded debt," which had never appeared in any of the debt statements prior to Janu-
ary 1, 1870. The following loan accounts, outstanding, appeared larger in the finance 
report by the amount opposite each, than in the monthly-debt statement of July 1, 
181:i9, for the reason that the latter statement (as will be seen from the following words 
thereon : "The foregoing is a correct statement of ti1e public debt as appears from the 
books and Treasurer's returns on the morning of the l~t of July, 1869 ") exhibited the 
debt as it appeared on the 1st of July, one day later than the former statement, and 
which had items of redemptions by the Treasurer deducted from it that did not, in the 
regular order of business, reach tbe books from which the former statement was made 
up, in time to appear in the business of the year closing with the date of that state-
ment: 
Demand-notes ...... ·----- ...•••...•.. ------ ..•••...••..••••..••••..•••• $2,101 75 
One and t'vo-:year notes .......... _. . . . • • . . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • 9, :l20 00· 
Legal-tenders .... ·----- ....•. ____ ......••••.••••• ·----- .•••••.•••••..•• 64,805 50· 
]Tractional currency .. _ ••.... _ ... ____ • . . • • • • . . • • • . • . • • • • . . . . • • . • • • • • . . . • 52, 609 63 
These items aggregate $58,880,972.36, and explain the difference between the state-
ments under consideration. 
The statement by Fimmce Report, 1870, page xxv, that the debt on June 30, 1869,. 
amounted to $2,588,452,213.94, will be found, when the following explanations are con-
sidered, to harmonize with either of the former statements. It may, however, be more 
clearly underRtood by :first comparing it with the monthly debt-statement July 1, 1869, 
the difference between them being $9,270,769 43. By reference to the inclosed copy of 
that statement, it will be observed that among the assets of the Government, coin and 
currency, will be found" sinking-fund, in bonds bearing coin interest and accrued in-
terest thereon," $8,867,282.07. These bonds had been purchased by the Secretary of 
the Treasury between May 1 and June 30, 1869, for the "sinking-fnnd," and paid for 
from money in the Treasury, and there being, at that time, no authority of law for de-
ducting them from the oro.tstancling debt, they were held by the Treasurer as a cash 
item: and included in the monthly debt-statement as still a part of the outstanding 
debt. Congre~:>s, by the 6th section of the act of July 14, 1870, directed that these bonds 
should be canceled and destroyed, and deducted from the amount of each class of the 
outstanding debt of the United States to which they respectively belonged. In com-
pliance therewith, the amount of the principal of bonds purchased up to June 30,1869, 
$8,691,000, was accordingly deducted from the principal of the debt as it appeared on 
that date. The further sum of $580,769.4~, consist.ing of a large number of items, too 
numerous to be here enumerated, of accrued interest and premium on loans ascertained~ 
by a re-adjustment of the loan accounts extending over a period of fifteeu years, to 
have been carried to thft pTincipal account, i11stead of the separate accounts to which. 
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they belonged, is here deducted. These two items make the difference, $9,270,769.43, 
between the second and third statements. 
The fourth statement, that the Register (Finance Report, 1870, page 276) states the 
public debt to be $2,489,002,480.58 on June 30, 1869, and apparently differing to the ex-
tent of $167,601,475.15, from the amount represented by first statement, will be found, 
by analysis of the data from which it was made, to harmonize, instead of to conflict, 
with the other statements. This statement was made upon the basis of the monthly 
debt-statement issued Jnly, 1869, (with which it will be found to agree,) and differs 
from the other three statements, in that it shows the net debt of the Government, in-
cluding the accrued interest thereon, after deducting cash in the Treasury, viz : 
Total debt, principal outstanding, (see second statement) ......... $2, !)97, 722, 9R3 37 
Accrued interest ... --· .. - ....... - ...... -... .. . ... •.. . .. ... .•. ..• 47,447,310 79 
Total debt, principal and interest ........................ .. 2,645,170,294 16 
156,167,813 58 Deduct amount in the Treasury, coin, currency, and sinking-fnnd .. 
Amount of public debt, less cash in the Treasury ... _... . . . . . . • . . . 2, 489, 002, 480 58 
The four statements may be summarized in the following manner: 
The first is an exhibit of the amount of the principal of the United States securities 
and Pacific Railroad bonds, issued under various acts of Congress, outstanding J nne 30, 
1872. 
The second is a statement of the principal of the outstanding debt, including the 
accrued intm·est thereon, with the Pacific Railroad bonds excluded. 
The third shows the outstanding principal of this debt with the sinking-fund deducted, 
in accordance with the act of Congress of July 14, 1870, and exclusive of the Pacific 
Railroad bonds. 
The fourth is a statement of the net debt of the United States, principal ancl accmea 
interest, with the cash in the Treasury deducted. 
The publication of these statements by this Department was in accordance with law, 
and while, as has been shown, they differ materially only in the data upon which they 
are based, they afford an opportunity to persons of dishonest motives to ignore that 
fact, and present them to the public as conflicting and untruthful statements made up-
from the same data. 
Referring to that portion of you:r; letter respecting the discrepancies in the Register's 
statement of the public debt, as shown by the receipts and expenditures of t.he Gov-
ernment, I submit the following in reply: 
It must he obvious to any one that the difference between the receipts from loans 
issued and the payments, or redemptions of loans, should represent the outstanding 
debt, and that it should so appear oy the receipts and expenditures issued by the Reg-
ister's Office. 
An examination into these accounts, extending back to the organization of the Gov-
ernment, was instituted during the early part of the present administration, disclosing 
the fact that the difference arose in tlle old and long-standing accounts, by reason of 
certain stocks, such as revolutionary, Mississippi stock, Louisiana purchase, United 
States Bank stock, 6 per cent. Navy Stock, &c., having been issued in payment of 
various old debts and claims, and that in the transaction no money ever came into the 
Treasury as a receipt, while, on the other hand, the stock, as it matured, was paid oft~ 
thus showing an expenditure where there had been no corresponding receipt. 
These discrepancies have existed for many years, but were not brought to light until 
an attempt bad been made to reconcile a statement which in itself was a contradiction. 
These discrepancies do not in any way affect the cash accounts of the Government, or 
reflect upon the integrity of former officers of the Treasury, under whose administra-
tion the discrepancies occurred. They arose from a system of book-keeping which was 
defective, and which bas been of late years greatly improved. 
Tbis matter is more fully explained on page 20, Finance Report, 1871. 
It is proper here to state that all the statements of the public debt have heretofore 
been made from the loan-accounts, independent of the Register's receipts and expend-
itures, and that, therefore, they have never been affected in any way by the differences 
alluded to. It is by the monthly debt-statement, which is the balance-sheet of the 
public-debt ledger, (and into which enter the principal of the debt, the accrued inter-
est thereon and interest unpaid, and the cash in the Treasury,) that the debt of the 
United States, and the reduction thereof, have been shown by the present adminis-
tration, and this is the only statement of the public debt which embraces all the data 
upon which it is based, showing both the assets and liabilities of the Government. 
An examination of these statements will show the care and accuracy with which 
they have been prepared, and that they are free from all errors, and as reliable as the 
science of accounts can make them. 
I am, very respectfully, 
W~f. A. RICHARDSON, 
Acting Sec1·eta1'y. 
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The present system of stating the public debt not only includes the 
amount of each loan, but accrued interest thereon to date, and the act-
ual money on hand available for the purpose of paying the debt. This 
evidently is the true and proper mode of showing the amount of the 
debt, because it exhibits the exact balance due from the United States 
after deducting the money on hand at the date of the statement. 
Whether the attempt to apply this rule of stating the public debt to 
former· years was wise or not, it is manifeGt to your committee that from 
the time this form of statement was issued it has been conceded to be 
more satisfactory and more accurate than the previous statements; and, 
from 1871 up, the statement of the public debt exhibits all the elements 
to show its precise condition, as well as the amount of the avai!able 
money on band applicable either for the payment of the public debt or 
for current expenditures. The discrepancy between the statements 
under the new mode and the old is the principal one pointed out and 
explained in these papers, and it is a remarkable evidence of the accu-
racy of the books of the Treasury that, after careful any lysis, these ap-
parent uiscrepancies are fully explained. Your committee, in conclu-
sion, would say that they are fully satisfied that there has not been the 
slightest change in the books of the Treasury. 
Your committee are not prepared to recommend any change in the 
mode of ke<:5ping or making public these accounts. The system is the 
growth of the experience of the Department since its organization, and 
it would be a very delicate and dangerous.. task to propose any change 
in this respect. Certainly it ought not to be done without a much more 
full and critical examination than your committee could make without 
the aid of experts and the most careful study. 
Your committee have found no want of intelligence in keeping these 
accounts or readiness to explain them and to account for every item. 
In making the examinations the Treasury Department has been called 
upon to verify the receipt and expenditure of nearly fifteen thousand 
millions of accounts, a task which involved much labor and time. 
The committee submit, as a part of their report, the accompanying 
statements: 
THEASURY DEPARTMENT, May 4, 1876. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated February 9, 
1876, transmitting a copy of a resolution adopted in the Senate of the United States, 
Jannary 24, 1876, in the following words: 
"That the Committee on Finance be instructed to investigate the books and accounts 
of the Treasury Department, particularly with reference to discrepancies and alter-
ations in amounts and figures that have been made in them, especially in the annual 
-statements of the expenditures of the Government, revenue collected, and the public 
debt, contained in said reports; and if any such discrepancies and alterations be found 
to exist, to report the same, and the extent and nature thereof, the years wherein they 
occur, by what authority made, if any, the reasons that induced them, and to report 
generally such other and further information bearing upon the subject as to them may 
seem best, and that said committee have power to send for persons and papers;" and 
requesting me to make statements in explanation of the discrepancies and alterations 
alleged to exist, together with any recommendation as to changes in the modes of 
l;:eeping the accounts, and as to any further guards, if necessary, to prevent errors and 
secure the public moneys. 
In reply, I have the honor to transmit herewith certain tabular statements and 
memoranda explaining the discrepancies referred to; but before inviting your atten-
tion thereto permit me to state that in no case have the changes referred to in any 
way affected the cash of the Treasury. 
Under the law, for every deposit in the Treasury the Secretary of the 'l'reasury is 
required to issue his warrant for the amount; which warrant, after being signed by the 
Comptroller and the Register of the Treasury, and properly entered in the books of 
their respective offices, is receipted by the Treasurer of the United States, and the 
amount then becomes a charge in his general account, and what i:; teehnically known 
as "covered money," and cannot thereafter be drawn from the Treasury but in con-
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sequence of an appropriation made by law. Warrants thus covering the moneys into 
the Treasury are issued as soon as practicable after the deposit bas been made. 
Moneys are paid out of the Treasury upon Treasury drafts issued upon the warrants 
of the Secretary, which drafts when paid are credits to their amount in the Treas-
urer's same general account. 
Under the act of June 23, 1836, certain moneys were deposited with the several 
States, and, though the amount is still a part of the Treasury balance, it is not sub-
ject to draft, and, as a matter of convenience, has for all practical purposes been 
dropped from the current cash balance. 
The Treasury bas also from time to time suffered losses through the failure of banks 
. to redeem their notes or to pay over public moneys deposited with them; and ::tlso 
through the default of independent Treasury officers, and, in some instances, the 
accountino--officers have raised charges against the defaulting banks or officers for 
such amo~nts, and allowed the Treasurer credit therefor in his general account, 
though in fact no warrant or draft for the amount was ever issued, anu such amounts 
are carried in the accounts as ''unavailable." 
·with these explanations the general cash account of the Treasury from March 4, 
1789, to .Tune 30, 1815, as appears by the books of this Department, and as set forth in 
the Finance Report for 1875, may be stated as follows: 
Cash, Dr. 
To amount deposited in the Treasury and covered by ·warrants, 
(page 1:~) ...................... _ .............................. $14, 97:3, 305, 610 59 
To amount deposited and not covered, (page 470).......... . . . . . . 1, 072, 002 73 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . 14, 97 4, 377, 673 32 
Cash, Or·. 
By amount paid on warrants, (page 17) .. ---- ..••...... _. ·" ..•.. _ 
By amount deposited with the States, (page 17) ...............•.. 
By amount unavailable, (page 13) .............................. . 
By balance on band in the seyeral offices and depositary banks or 





Total ...................... ---- ...... ----------.......... 14,974,377,673 32 
For the rep01;ted balance on band June 30, 1875, as above set forth, examinations of 
the offices and mints made at that time or soon after, show in every instance the actual 
cash as stated excepting certain losses explained on page 464. For the amount iu 
depositary banks the Governruent holds ample security. 
From this statement it will be seen that such an accountability for the moneys re-
ceived and disbursed has always been so enforced by this Department that every cent 
of money received by the Government since its organization is either on band or 
properly accounted for, and the discrepancies in the statement of receipts and expend-
itures, loans, or the debt of the Government from time to time, have arisen from cler-
ical or typographical errors, different classification of items or forin of statement, or 
from omissions to debit and credit like amounts, which, under a better system of book-
keeping, would have been done when the transactions occurred. 
Some of the discrepancies referred to have actually existed for many years, in fact 
comruencing with some of the accounts of. the first loans issued by the Government, and 
were first shown in the reports of the years 1870 and 1871, for the reason that durino-
tbat period an examination into the subject was begun, and changes were then mad~ 
in the published statements as the result of such examination. It must be obvious 
that in case loans are issued at par, the difference between the amount of money 
received into the Treasury for loans issued and the amount paid out in redemp-
tion of loans should represent the outstanding debt of the Government. 
The accounts of receipts and expenditures by warrants on the Treasurer, which are 
the cash-accounts of the Government, should also at all times exhibit the amount of 
the public debt. As formerly kept in the Department they do not, for the reasons that 
in many instances stocks were issued directly from the Treasury to public creditors in 
payment of old debts and claims, and therefore in the transaction no moneys came into 
the Treasury, and no warrants were issued. In many cases loans were placed at a dis-
count, and only the actual moneys received therefor were credited, no discount-account 
having been kept. When these loans matured they were paid at their par value, and 
tl· erefore the accounts of receipts and expenditures and the loan-accounts were found 
to differ to the extent of such transactions. 
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Attention is invited to the explanation on page 20, Finance Report, 1871, of some of 
these differences. 
In this connection it should be stated that in no instance bas there been any erasure 
or alteration in the books and records of this Department, and the changes made in tlle 
published reports haYe l>een only to express with greater accuracy the precise condition 
of the public accounts, as shown by such books and records. 
It is thought that tlle accompanying papers, to which your attention is respectfully 
invited, will show fully why the changes have been made in the reports. 
Any additional legislation which may be desired to insure greater accuracy in future 
;reports will be considered hereafter. · 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JoHx SHimMAN, 
Chairman Committee on Finance, United States Senate 
RECEIPTS. 
B. H. BRISTOW, 
Secretm·y. 
The discrepancies in the tables of receipts arise from" trust-funds" and" unavail-
ables." From 184~ to Hl65, trust-funds were regarded as specific appropriations, and 
unavailable for general expenditure. 
The balance on hand in the Treasury each year was stated exclusive of any moneys 
in the Treasury to the credit of these funds, and the receipts from these sources and 
expenditures on these accounts were not embraced in the tabulated statements of the 
receipt& and expenditures, although in the public accounts no distinction was made 
between these trust-funds and ordinary accounts. 
The impropriety, if not the impracticability, of keeping these accounts separate from 
the general balance in the Treasury became apparent, and the balance on 30th June, 
1865, to the credit of trust-funds was added to the general balance in the Treasury, (see 
Finance(Report for 1866, pages 2 and 32.) In 1870, a detail of clerks, under the supervi-
sum of the chief clerk of the Department, examined these accounts; but before the proper 
balance could be stated it was necessary to bring down the correct balances each year 
as found by the accounting-officers. The tables were then carefully revised and pub-
lished in the annual reports, (see "Appendix A, Unavailables.") All public moneys are 
received into the Treasury and paid out upon warrants~issued by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, the 'l'reasnrer being debited with the amounts received and credited with 
the amounts paid. 'rhis forms what is known as the Treasurer's general accuunt, by 
which the cash in the Treasury is determined. When a depositary who bas public 
moneys in his possession for which the Treasurer is responsible proves to be a defaulter, 
this amount bec6mes unavailable. It has been the practice of the accounting-officers 
in some cases to state an account charging such defaulting officer on the books of the 
Treasury with the amount of defalcation and crediting the Treasurer, but as no money 
can l>e drawn from the Treasury except on warrants issued in accordance with appro-
priations made by law, there is no way of reconciling these unavailable amounts in 
the accounts of the Treasury Department, except by crediting the Treasurer in his 
general accounts without the issuing of a warrant for such credit. 
As the Treasurer's accounts are not adjusted until long after the publication of the 
tables contained in the Pinance Reports, these items must be regulated subsequently, 
and wherever they occur the tables must be changed to this extent. When anything 
is recovered from such defaulting officers, the amount is charged to the Treasurer ou 
general account as "receipts from unavailables," which also necessitates a further 
change in the tables to this extent. This defect in the present system has long been 
felt, but cannot be remedied without legislation authorizing these transfers to be made 
by warrants and in accordance with an appropriation, and Congress has several times 
been asked for such legislation. 
EXPENDITURES. 
The discrepancies in the tables of expenditures arise from trust-funds, as above ex-
plained, and "outstanding warrants." 
On examination of the note at the head of the table of expenditures in the 
Pinance Report for 1869, pages 320 and 321, it will be seen that those for the year 1862, 
and subsequent years are made from the account of" warrants on tlle Treasurer issued;" 
those for previous years are made from the account of "warrants paid;" while from 
the note at the head of the table in the Pinance Report for 1870, pages 274 and 
275, it is shown that those for the year 1867, and subsequent years, are made from the 
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account of" warrants on the Treasurer issued;" all previous years are from the account 
<>f" warrants paid." 
As it is impracticable to settle the Treasurer's accounts in time for the Secretary's 
annual report to Congress, it has always been customary to state the receipts and 
expenditures in the Finance Reports from the account of warrants issued; but it bas 
also been the custom to correct these statements in subsequent reports, as soon as the 
Treasurer's accounts are settled, by deducting outstanding warrants. Owing to the 
vast increase of business in the Treasurer's, Auditors', and Comptrollers' Offices during 
the war, the accounts of the Treasurer were not settled for two and sometimes three 
years after the close of the fiscal year. On this account these annual corrections were 
not made for the years 1862, 1863, 1864, and 1865, until the settlement of the account 
i'or ltl66. The amount of outstanding warrants for the year 1866 is shown on page 19 
of the Finance Report for 1871, under each head of expenditure, aggregating 
$4.484,555.03. 
With the exception of a few typ(lgrapbical or clerical errors, the discrepancies in the 
two reports arise from the causes enumerated. There are other apparent discrepancies 
;nrising wholly from classification; but in no instance do the settled and determined 
sources of reYenue, such as customs, lands, direct tax, and internal revenue, nor the 
well-defined classes of expenditures, such as \Var, Navy, Interior, &c., disagree, except 
.as stated. It is only in separating public debt from miscellaneous, and civil from 
foreign intercourse, that discrepancies in classification occur, which depend entirely 
upon the jndgment of the clerk making the classification. 
These tables are given as a condensed synopsis of the books of the Department, and 
changes and alterations in classification or form do not imply changes in the books in 
which the receipts are entered in detail, under the general classification of "customs," 
"lands," "direct tax," "internal revenue," and "miscellaneous," and the expendi-
tures in detail, under each head of appropriation as authorized by law. As soon as 
the pnblic accounts are audited aud settled by the accounting-officers they are laid 
before the House of Hepresentatives in detail, in accordance with the standing order 
<>f the House of December 30, 1791, and the act of August 26, 1842. 
These acconut.s as published agree in all particulars with the books of the Depart-
rueut, and are tlle official statements with which all comparisons shoulu be made. 
PUBLIC DEBT. 
Prior to lRil the outstanding public debt was stated from the books of "issues and 
redemptions." In 1871 this account was restated, from 1836, from the "receipts and 
(lxpenditnres." From the nature of these two accounts the amount outstanding will 
not agree at any period, although when brought within the same dates and to include 
the same items there will be no difference. To illustrate: a subscription is made to a 
loan in June, but the bonds are not issued until July. On the 30th of June the out-
standing of this loan will be greater by this amount on the ''receipts and expendi· 
tures" account than on the ''issues and redemptions" account. 
Secretary Fessenden, on page 7 of his Report for the fiscal year 1864, states the amount 
p::tid into the Treasury previous to July 1, 1863, for which evidences of debt were sub-
sequently issued, as $23,782,423 20, which was not included in the outstanding of the 
<dellt as published for the year 1863, but which is included in tlle statement lly receipts 
.and expenditures for that year. 
Again, the Treasurer redeems a certain amount of public debt in June, hut the re-im-
lmrsing warrants are not issued until after the 1st of July. In this case there will be 
less outstanding on the 30th June on the "issue and redemption'' account, by this 
amount, tllan on the "receipts and expenditures" account. 
Secretary McCulloch, on page 19 of his Report for the fiscal year 1865, states that the 
.amount of $77,89i,347.02 was excluded from the public debt for the year 1864, which 
amount bad been paid out of the Treasury but had not been re-imbursed to the Treas-
urer by warrants until after the commencement of the next fiscal year. The outstand-
ing debt by these two accounts never can agree unless all issues are made in the same 
period in which the subscriptions are received, and re-imbursing warrants issued in the 
same period in which the redemptions are made. 
During the year 1870, the public-debt accounts from 1836 were examined with a view 
<>f bringing these two accounts together. 
The result of this examination was the adoption of the present system of stating 
the public debt, by wllich these two accounts are made to harmonize, the one being a 
check upon and proving the correctness of the other. It was necessary to select some 
period when these two accounts came together, and the year 1836, when we bad com-
}Jaratively no debt, was the period selected. \Vhen this examination was completed, 
the Register was directed to state his accounts accordingly. 
In regard to the outstanding pn blic debt for the years 1869 anc11870 being published, 
including accrued interest, less cash in the Treasury, the Register sullmits the following 
statement: 
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"The year 1869 was the first of Secretary Boutwell's administration, who remodeled 
the debt-statement and added the item of accrued interest to, and deducted the cash 
in the Treasury from, the outstanding principal of the debt. The clerk having charge 
of the division of receipts and expenditures in the Register's Office, whose duty it was 
to prepare the tables for the finance report, followed the plan of the Secretary's Office 
in making np the monthly debt statement, and reported the outstanding debt for those 
years including accrued interest and deducting cash in the Treasury. I was led to be-
lieve at the time that it was so stated to conform to suggestions made by the chief clerk 
in the Secretary's Office." 
The statement of this account (extending over a period of thlrty-five years and in-
volving receipts into the Treasury of over 6,600 millions of dollars, and an expenditure 
of over 4,200 millions) from two independent sets of accounts, proving the correctness 
of the one by the other, is in itself the highest proof of the accuracy of the public ac-
counts, however they may appear in some instances, at first view, to contradict each 
other. . 
With these general explanations, covering the whole ground of inquiry, the follow-
ing explanations of apparent discrepancies are submitted i11 t,he order . in which they 
are pointed out in the speech of the honorable Senator from ·west Virginia. 
The total annual expenditures are sta,ted in the Finance Report of H3G9, on page 321, 
as follows: 
1860-'61.---- .. ----- . - --- .. -.- . ---- .. ---- ... -.. ---- ..... -- .. - -- .. 
1861-'62.-- -- .. - . -- .. ---- .. --- ... - ... -- . - ... --- .. ---- .. ---- ..... -
1862-'63.- . - ....... -.-- ........ ----. - .............. --- .. ---- .. --. 
1863-'64 . - - - -•. - - -- .. - - - -........ - . - - .. -... - - - -.. -. - . - .. - - - . - ... . 
1864-'65.- ..... - ..... --. - .. - .. - -- .. - - -- ... - - ..... - -.. - - -- ..... - .. 







Total . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 888, 917, 190 16 
The total annual expenditures are stated in the Finance Report for 1870, on page 275, 
as follows: 
1860-'61 . - .• - ......... -. - .......... - .................... ---- .... . 
1861-'62 .. --- ... --- ... -... --- .. -.- . - .... --- .. --- ... -....... --. ---
1862-'63 .•....... - ..••..• -- •... - .... - - -...... - - •••....••.•....... 
1863-'64 . - .... - - - - . - . • . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - - . - - . - .• - -.. - - .. - - ... - -- . 
1864-'65.-- ................................ - .... . --. ~ ........... . 







'fotal .............•............•...•........•...•..•.•. _. . 5, 892, 189, 160 59 
Difference or increase .... ···--· ...•.. ··---· ...........•.. -----·.. 3,271, 970 43 
which is explained as follows, viz: 
Typographical error in Finance Report for 1869 in the amount of the 
total expenditures for the year 1861-'62 .. --.. . . . . . • . . . • . • • • .. . . . 50 00 
Trust-funds, excluded from the Finance Report of 1869, namely: 
1862-Chickasaw fund............................. $20,000 00 
Choctawschools............................. 319 91 
Navy pension-fund . . . . .. ••. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . 3, 013 44 
Less repayment, Navy hospital-fund ....•.•......... 
(See Appendix B.) 
1863-Awarils ....... __ ...........•................ 
Cherokee schools ..••••....•....•.••.....•... 
Navy pension-fund ......................... . 
l{ansas schools .....•.•...................... 
Navy hospital-fund .. :. ...•................... 
(See Appendix C.) 
18G::i-Navy pension-fund ..•...........••••........ 
Chickasaw fund ..••• " ••••••.....•.•••••..... 
Cherokee schools ..................... __ •.... 
Choctaw schools ..•......................... 
Kansas schools ......... _ ............ _ .... _ .. 
















----- 7,242,242 00 
(See Appendix E.) ------
Total ................................. _.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 7, 290, 062 3-1-
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from which deduct outstanding warrants: 
July 1, 1866, per "receipts and expenditures'' 1866, 
page :356 ..•.•..•..•.••••..•••..•....••......... $4,48-!,555 08 
Less the amount outstanding July 1, 1861, per "re-
ceipts and expenditures" 1861, page 385 . . . . . • • • . • 466, 463 12 
Difference explained .....•....•.....•.......... _ ••......... 
In the report of 1870 the expenditureR for pensions are stated fur 
the year 1861-'65 at ........ _ ••........•.....•.............•••• 
In the report for 1869, for same year, at .........•..........•.••••. 
Showing an increase in the report of 1E70 over that of 1869 of. 
which is explained as follows: 
Amount paid from the Navy pension-fund (Interior Department) for 
investment in Navy pension-fund, (public debt,) per act of July 
1, 1864, (13 Statutes, p. 414, section 4753, Revised Statutes) ..... . 
Excess of repayment carried to" Indians" per" receipts and expen-
ditures" 1d65, -r· xl v ...••...........................•.........• 
Less amount of outstanding warrants issued on this ac-
count, hut not paid during the year. (See" receipts 
and expenditures" 1864, p. 229, and 1865, p. 276) .. 
And error iu classification carried to "Indians" ..... . 
$2-t5 98 
410 00 
Difference explained .......•..•.....•.......... _ .......... . 
In the report of 1870 the expenditures for pensions for the year 
1863-'64 are stated at .•••••... ! ............................... . 
In the report of 1869 at ..•..................•.................... 
Showing an increase in the report of 1870 over that of 1869 of. 
which is explained as follows: 
Navy pension-fund ...••...••.....••....•. · ...................... . 
Error in classification-should be under "Indians" ..............• 
Outstanding warrants on this account of former years paid during 
this. (See ''receipts and expenditures" for 18G3, p. 22H; for 1864, 
p. 227) ................•...... - ....•........•• - .. - ...... -..•.. 
Less relief-acts, "receipts and expenditures" 1864, p. 29 .......... . 
Difference explained ...•....••............................. 
In the report of 1870 the expenditures for pensions in the year 1870 
are stated at .................................... ............. . 
In tbe report of 187 4 at .............••••......................... 
Showing an increase in the report of 1d74 over 1870 of ..... . 
which is explained as follows: 
Amon11t of "Pay Indian agents," improperly deducted from "In-
dians." (See "receipts and expenditures," p. xxxv) ............ . 
Outstanding warrants on this account in prior years, paid during 
this. (See" receipts and expenditures" for H36~, p. 307; for 1870, 
p. :301) .- .......•••.••••• - .•.•••••...••. -•.•• - .... - .••••••.•••• -
Difference explained ...................................... . 
In the Finance l:{eport for 1871 the expenditures in the X a val Depart-
ment are stated for the ~·ear 1865 at ........................... . 
In tLe report for 1869 at ........................................ . 
Showing au increase in the report of 1871 over that of 18:\9 of 
























56, 729 09 
3,309 9-t 
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which is explained as fo1lo~s: 
Navy hospital-fnud .................. _ ...... __ .......... __ .... _ .. 
The outstanding warrants at the close 9f the year 
1864 (see "receipts and expenditures" p. 236) 
amounted, on this account, to .......• __ .. ____ . . . $44, 024 43 
And at the close of the year 1865 (see ''receipts aucl 
.expenditures" 1865, p. 285) to...... . . . . . . • . . • . . . . 39, 535 6:J 
------·-
Showing- that there was paid during the {ear .. ___ •.. _ ...•.. 
Difference explained .. __ •... _ .••.. _ •... __ ..•.. ___ . ____ . ___ . 
In the report of 1871 the expenditures of the War Department are 
stated for the year 1862-'63 at. ___ •...• _. _ ..... _ .......... _ .... . 
In the report of 1869 at ......... _ ... ___ .... ___ .. _ .... __ .... _. _ .. . 
Showing au increase in the report of 1871 over that of 1869 of 
which iA the amount of" out:;tauding warrants" paid during the year, 
as follows: 
The outstanding warrallts on this account at the 
close of the fiscal yt>ar 1862 (see "receipts and 
expenditures" for 1862, p. 274) amounted to ..•••• $5,306,612 24 
And at the close of the year 1863, p. 242, to......... 1, 290, 801 25 
Showing that ~here was paid during the year. ........ __ •. __ .... .. 
In the report for the year 1870, the expentlitnres in the Indian De-
partment for the year 1863 are stated at. ...................... . 
In the report for 18Gt:l at $1,076,326.35, which is ~he item of ex-
penditure on account of "Pensions," through a clerical error tabu-
lated under the head of "Indians." 
The expenditures on account of "Indians" appear in the same 
table, nuder "Pensions,'' at ................................... . 
Showing an increase in the report of 1870 o>er that of 1tl68 of. 
Which is explained as follows : 
Trust fnncls, Cherokee and Kansas schools ....... __ .............. . 
"Reliefs" brought from pensions .............................. .. 
Less warrants issued during the year bnt not paid. 
"Receipts and expenditures," 11'362, p. 257, and V::l63, p. 231 ....... . 
Difference explained ............................................ . 
I 





4, 015, tllO 99 
4,015,810 99 
3,152,032 70 
3, 140, 19-! 44 
11,838 25 






In the report for 1870, the expenditures on account of pensions for 
the year 1863, are st,ated at ................................... . 
In the report for 1868, at $:3,140,194.44, which is the amount of ex-
penditure on account of "Indians," tabulated, as stated above, 
nuder th·e head of "Pensions" through a clerical error. 
The correct amount is ...........•........••...•..•.............. 
Showing the true difference to be ............................... . 
Which is explained as follows : 
Navy pension-fund ............................................. . 
Less outstanding warrants issued but not paid during the 
year (see Receipts and Expenditures for. 18G2, p. 256, and 
for 1E63, p. 228).... • . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . $478 23 
And expenditures under relief act incorrectly classified un-
der "Indians," p. 29 ...•........ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 496 80 
Difference explained .......................•..................... 
$1, (78, 51:3 ~36 
1,07G,32G 35 
2, 1tl7 01 
$3, 162 04 
975 0:3 
2, 187 01 
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REVEXUE COLLECTED. 
In the Fina,nce Report for 1863, the total revenue for the year, exclu-
sive of loans and Treasury-notes, is stated at .••••.....•......... 
In the report for the year 1S64, a,f$112,6S7,290.95, which should be. 
Showing a difference in the two reports of ......••••.............. 
·which is the amount of receipts for that year from postal currency 
improperly included in the report for 1863 in the column of" net 






The revenue collected during the year, according to the two reports, 
is the same, with this exception. 
In the reports for the years 1870 and 1871, the receipts from inter-
nal revenne were included, by a cle1·ical error, in" loans and Treas-
ury notes." This was an error in revising the tables, and was cor-
rected in 1872, 1870 and 1871 being the only yea,rs in which this 
error occurs. By reference to the "Receipts and Expenditures" for 
1863, page 22, it will be seen that this amount ($37,640,787.95) of 
receipts from internal revenue was all received from the" Treasurer 
of the United States," immediately following which are the receipts 
from the several loans. The clerk inadvertently tauula.tecl these 
items together, a,nd the error, irrespective of the incorrect informa-
. tion conveyed by the report as to t.he revenue from t.his source, can 
have no bearing upon the question of the correctness of the public 
accounts, nor does it evidence any change or alteration in the books 
of the Treasury. 
All the tables and statements contained in the Finance Reports are 
condensed from the accounts, aud in waking such statements errors 
are liable to occur, and when they are discovt3red it is certainl,y 
proper to correct them. 
Loans and Treas1.try-notes. 
The receipts from loans and Treasury-notes for the year 1863 are 
stated as follows : 
In tbe report for 186:3, at ................•.................•..... -
In the report for 1864, at ........ . ............................... . 
Showing a difference of .... ..................................... . 
Which is the amount of receipts from postal currency heretofore 
shown to be included in net ordinary revenue in the report for 
the year Hl63. 
In the report for 1870, the revenue from this source for 1863 is stated 
at .........•....... - ................. - .....••.•............... 
Showing a difference, compared ·with the report of 1863, of. ...... . 
·which consists of the item of internal revenue, heretofore ex-
plained, included in this account .... _ ..... _ ......•••.•••••...•. 
The amonnts of receipts from postal currency, heretofore shown to 
be included in net ordinary revenue ...................•........ 
And the following items included in "miscellaneous" in there-
port of U364. (See" Receipts and Expenditures" for 1863, 
p.22:) 
Profit on certificate of inJebteuuess redeemed before maturity_ .... . 
Premium on three-years' 7-Fu conpou bonds ....................... . 
Difference explained .......••...•. _ .. _ .......•••........... 
Chat1ges in the public-debt statement. 
In the Finance Report for 1871, the Register states the public debt 
for tbe follo-wing years at : 
1862 ....••.. -.- ...•••... -.......... --. - - - - . - - . - ... - -.- .. - --- - -- . 
186:3 ....... - .. - ..... - ••..... - . - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - .. -.•.....•....••.. 
1:364 . - .. - . . .. - • . . . - . - - . . . . . . . . - ... -- - . - . . - . - . - . - . . . . -. . . . ......• 
1865 ... -- .. -- .. -.- .. -- -- -.......... - -.... - - - . - . - - ... -- - --. -.•... 
1866 .... -.... - .. - - - - .... -.. - -.............. - - - - . -...... - .. - - - - •. · 
18()7 ...... - . -.............•. -- ..• - . - . - . - - - -.... -.. - .........•••• 
1868 ...•.. - .. - .. - ....• -..•..... -... --- - .. - . -. - -- - .. - .. - ....... . 
1869 . - . - •... - .. - .... - - .•... - ... - . -.... - - -- -- ... - - - - ... - . - . - . - .•. 




















Total. ..•...... ~ .•..........••.. _. _ . __ ... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 19, 272, 555, 561 57 
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In t.he report for 1870, for the same year, the debt is stated as fol-
lows: 
1862 - - - • - - -.... - -.. - - ; - . - - - ••.• - •. - - .. - - - - -- - - -.. - - - . - - .•... - - - -
11:l6~ .•.••..•..•••• -. - - • . ' . - ••.. -... - - - - - - - - - -..... --~ .. - - ... - .. - -
1864 ••• --. ---- .. ---. -- . - .. -. -- ..... - •... - --. - --- -- - --- -.-- --.--. 
1865 ••........... - - - .. - . - - -- - - -. -•. -. - -.. - - - . - - - -.. - .. - - . - - - . - - -
1866 ••• - •.••• - • --- . - .••. -.- ... - -- •. -.... - •.. ---- .• -- ... - .. -.• - .. 
1867 •....•• -- .. -.•.•... - •. ---- .. -----. -- . --- . --- -- - - -. -----. ---. 
1868 . - - - .. - - . - - - - - . - . - . -... - -•.••••. -.... - - - - . - ... - - - .. -... - . - .. 
1869 .•• - •......... -. - . - ..... - . - - . . . . . . - - .. - - - - .... - . . - . - - - - . . ... 
1870 .•• - •• --- .. - --- ... - -- .. - --- .... -- .•.... - ...... -- .. - . -.... --. 
$514, 211, 371 92: 
1,098,793,181 37 







Total. .....••••....•....•.•............................... 19,023,595 208 63 
Difference or increase, as shown by the Hou. Senato·r from West Vir-
ginia, in the report of 1:371 over 1i:l70; of . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • 248, 950, 352 94 
But this difference or increase, as thus shown, is erroneous. It is a comparison of 
the sum of running balances, between which no intelligible comparison can be made. 
The proper way to make the comparison is to find the increase or decrease on each 
account for each year, and thus determine the a.ggregate increabe on each account since 
1861, the difference between which will be the true difference in the accounts. 
The following will explain the difference : 
Statement of the inc1·ease or decrease of the public debt in each year frorn 1861 to 1870, in-
ctusive, showing the net dijfe1·ence between the "receipts and expenditures" account and the 
"issue and 1·edemptions" account. 
Year. Debt. 
Receipts and expenditures. 
1861. . - - - ... - ..... - - - .•.• - . - . - - . . - . - .... - - ... - - . - . 
1862 .. -. -- .•. - ... .. . . . ... • • .. .. . $524, 176, 412 13 
1863 ............................ 1, 119,772,138 63 
1864 .• -- .•........ - .•..... - .. --. 1, 815, 784, 370 57 
1865 ............................ 2,680,647,869 74 
1866 .•.. -- ... - ......... ---- .. --. 2, 773,236, 173 69 
1867.---.................... . . . . 2, 678, 126, 103 87 
1868.-.-. . . -- -. --- .... --. - .. - -. 2, 611, 687, 851 19 
1869 .. -- ... --.- .. -. -- .• --- ... --. 2, 588, 453, 213 94 
1870.- •. - .. -. -.' . --- ..... - ... -- . 2, 480, 672, 427 81 
Increase. 
$90, 580, 873 72 
433, 595, 538 41 
595, 595, 726 50 
696, 012, 231 !H 
864, 863, 499 17 
92, 588, 303 95 
Decrease. 
·$95: iiii; o69 · 82. 
66, 438, 252 68 
2:i, 234, 637 25 
107, 780, 786 13 
Net incrsase. 
2, 773, 236, 173 69 292, 563, 745 88 $2, 480, 672, 427 81 
Issues and redemptions. 
1861. --· ·----· -----.---- -· --·-- - ·----- ·--- ....... . 
1862............................ 514,211,371 92 
1863 ....... - ..... -- .......... - •. 1, 098, 793, 181 37 
1864.- •.. ---- .. - .. --.- .. - ... -.-. 1, 740, 690, 489 49 
1865.-- ..• - .•...••. -.. .. .. . .. .. . 2, 682, 593, 026 53 
1866 ............................ 2,783,425,879 21 
1867 .• -. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 2, 692, 199, 21fi 12 
1868 ............ -..... -......... 2, 636, 320, 964 67 
1869 .......... . ................. *2, 597, 722, 983 37 
1870 ...... ...................... t2, 480,246, 027 83 
9~, 867, 828 68 
4:.!3, 34:3, 543 24 
584, 581, 809 45 
641, 1:!97, 308 12 
941,' 902, 537 04 
100, t'l32, 852 68 
91, 226, 664 09 
55, 878, 250 45 
38, 597, 981 30 
117, 476, 955 54 
2, 783, 425, 879 21 303, li9, 851 38 2, 4BO, 246, 027 83 
Diff.:rence . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•..... ' .....•.......... ---4--26-, 3_9_9_9_8 
* In the Register's report for 1869 the outstanding public debt was 
published (as heretofore explained) as .......... .. ..... .... .. .... $2, 489, 002, 4E:<O 58 
Which is the amount of the debt, less cash and 
sinking-fund in the Treasury, to which should be 
added the amount of cash and sinking-fund ...... $156, 167, 813 58 
Less accrued interest ............... _.. ............. 47, 447, :no 79 
----- 108, 720, 502 79 
To give the principal of the debt July 1, 1869 ...................... ------- $2,597,722,983 37 
tIn the same report for 1870 the outstanding public debt was again 
published as ..................................................... $2,386,358,599 74 
To which should be added the amount of cash and 
sinking-fund ..................................... $144, 4fl4, 984 61 
Less accrued interest.............................. 50, 607, 556 52 
---- 93, 887, 428 09 
To give the principal of the debt July 1, 1870 ...................... ------ 2, 480,246,027 83 
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This difference or apparent increase of the debt as shown in the Finance Report for 
1870 consists of the following items: 
Amount of the bonds purchased for the sinking and 
special funds prior to July 1, 1870, but not received 
and paid for prior to the passage of the act of July 14, 
1870, and consequently not deducted from the out-
standing public debt on July 1, 1870, on "receipts 
and expenditures" account .........•...•.....•.... $3, 689, 100 00 
(See Note 14, Finance Report 1871, page 7.) 
Amounts not included in the "issues and redemptions" 
account, but included in the "receipts and expendi-
tures" account: 
Old debt, $57,665; interest, $64,164.81 .......... . 
Mexican indemnity ...•........................ 
Bounty land-scrip ...•......................•.. 
(See Note 10, Finance Report for 1871, page 7.) 
Amount advanced to the Treasurer to pay interest on 
certificates of indebtedness, used to redeem principal, 
thus making a difference between the two accounts of. 
Amount of Treasury notes of 1857, checked off on the 
loan-books, in excess of redemptions .............•.. 
(See Note 6, Finance Report for 1871, page 7.) 
Amount of loan of 1848 redeemed and twice deducted 
on loan-books ..••••..•........•...•••.....•....... 
(See Note 9, Finance Report for 1871, page 7.) 
u In the examination of the account of the Texan indem-
nity loan, it was discovered that $30.62 had been cov-
ered as principal which should have been covered as 
interest, also that $17,080 was covered as principal 
which should have been covered as premium" ....•• 
(See Note 7, Finance Report for 1i:l71, page 7.) 
"In the quarter ending September 30, 1868, $150.22 was 
covered to the credit of principal of the loan of 18o:3, 
which should have been covered as premium" ..•••.. 
(See Note 3, Pinance Report for 1871, page 7.) 
Miscellaneous covering-warrant, No. 459,of Decem ber20, 
1865, covered as receipts from principal of 5-20 loan 








17, 110 62 
150 22 
995,247 00 
Making a total discrepancy of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • . . • . . . . . . $4, 855, 843 08 
From which deduct the following items: 
Purloined Treasury notes redeemed under the first sec-
tion of the act of August 10, 1846, charged on " re-
ceipts and expenditures" account to this loan, being; 
equivalent to a duplicate issue, should be excluded 
altogether . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $23, 289 86 
Lost note of 1860 redeemed on bond of indemnity, and 
again redeemed when the note was presented by the 
holder . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 500 00 
Amount of certain 7-f0 notes of 1861 returned by the 
Treasurer as not issued, and canceled-, as shown by 
the Register's books .............................. . 
Amount of old demand and legal-tender notes stolen 
from the Treasury after the Treasurer had received 
credit for their redemption, and again put in circula-
tion. These amounts were recovered, but instead of 
being deposited as debits to the loans were covered as 
miscellaneous receipts: 
Old demand notes ........................... .. 
Legal tenders .............................•... 
(The actual amount recovered on account of legal 
tenders was $6,000,$3.94 in excess of the amount nec-
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An examination of the loans of one and two year notes 
of 1863 shows that the auiotmt outstanding is $140 
less than shown by the "issues and redemptions" 
account ...................•..............•..••.... 
Amount of compound-interest notes lost at sea in the 
steamship Republic, paid to Ober, Nanson & Co. per 
act of February 22, 1867 ..••••..••••...•••.........• 
(See Note 11, Finance Report of 1::371, page 7.) 
Discount on fifty million loan of July and August, 1861, 
only the net amount of receipts from this loan being 
covered into the Treasury. The actual discount at 
which this loan was negotiated was ... $5,338,768 09 
but the receipts were increased by.... 1, 134, 168 71 
accrued interest .......•••...•..................... 
Discount on loan of 1342 ............•.........•...•.. 
Amount of bonds of the loan of J nne, 186-i, issued to th(~ 
Plainfield Bank of New Jersey, in lieu of same amount 






------ $4, 4~9 4~3 10 
Difference explained ........................................ __ _ 426,399 98 
In the Finance Report for 1874 t~e public debt is st::tted for the years-
1872 . ..... -....•........................... - ..... - ........ - .. - ... $2, 233, 2f,1, 078 78 
1873 .......................... --- ................. -.............. 2, 2:3-1,482,743 2,0 
Decrease ..........•....•................................... 18,768, 335 58 
On page 5 of the Finance Report for 1873 the decrease is stated by the 
Secretary at ................................ -.. . . $43, 667, 630 05 
In the Finance Report for 187 4 the debt i3 stated fur the years-
1874 .................•.........•.................................. 2,251,690,468 43 
1873 ............•.......................... -.- -- ..... -- .. - ....... 2, 234, 4~:!, 993 20 
Increase .....•...•..................................•..... -
1Vhile the decrease of the debt for tl:..e year 1874 is stated by the Sec-
retary at ....................................... $41, 552, 524 77 
These apparent differences are fully explained by the notes on pages 
6 and 9 of the Finance Report for 187 4, as follows : 
(Note on page 6 :) 
"It will be seen that the increase of the principal of the public 
debt, as shown by this statement, ~ppears to ue $17,207,475.2:3. Con-
gress, by act of June 8, 1872, (17 Statutes, 336,) provided that na-
tional banking associations might deposit United States legal-tender 
notes in the Treasury of the United States, alild receive therefor cer-
tificates of deposit, bearing no interest, and that the notes so depos-
ited should be set apart aud held as a special deposit for the redemp-
tion of said certificates. The certificates outstanding on the 1st day 
of July, and included in the outstanding principal of the debt, 
amounted to $58,760,000, and the notes held as a special deposit for 
their redemption were included in the cash balance in the Treasury on 
that day. It will be seen, therefore, that while these certificates, as 
a matter of accounts, are treated as a part of the public debt, they 
do not in reality form any portion of it, in the usual sense of the 
word, for the reason that no revenue is required to be provided for 
their payment, the notes which they represent always being in the 
Treasury as a special deposit for their redemption, and those notes 
being included in the outstanding legal-tender notes. Omitting these 
certificates of deposits as o:fl'set by the notes held on deposit for their 
redemption, the act.ual reduction of the principal of the debt was 
$41,552,524.77." 
17,207,475 23 
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(Note on page 9 :) 
"In the amount here stated as the outstanding principal of the 
public debt are included the certificates of deposit outstanding on the 
30th June, issued under act of June 8, 1872, amounting to $31,730,000 
in 1873, and $58,760,000 in 1874, for which a like amount in United 
States notes was on special deposit in the Treasury for their redemp-
tion, and added to the cash balance in the Treasury. These certifi-
cates, as a matter of accounts, are treated as a part of the public 
uebt, but, being offset by notes held on deposit for their redemption, 
should properly be qedncted from the principal of the public debt in 
making comparison with former years." 
The outstanding principal of the public debt June 
30, 1873, was, as stated ...•....... __ • _ .... _.. . $J, 23-t, 482, 993 20 
To which add accrued interest ...•.......... _... 42, 356, 652 R2 
23 
------$2, 276, 839, 6-t6 02 
And deduct cash in the Treasury-
Coin ......... _. __ .. ___ ......•.• __ .... ___ ... _ .. _ 
Currency .....••.................•......... .... 
Special deposit held for redemption of certificates 
of ueposit as provided by law ...... ------·----
87,507,402 68 
9,783,529 77 
31, 730,000 00 
------ 129, 020, 932 45 
Debt, less cash in the Treasury July 1, 1873 .....•.................. 2, 147,818,713 57 
Deduct this amount from the outstanding debt, less cash in the Treas- ' 
ury July 1, 187~ .............................. _ ................. 2, 191, 486, 343 €2 
Leaves the net decrease of the debt for the year .. _ ................ . 43,667,630 05 
(See page 5 of the Finance Report of 1873.) 
The outstanding principal of the public debt June 
30, 187 4, was, as already stated ....... _.. . . . . . . $2, 251, 690, 468 43 
To which add accrued interest.................. 38,939,087 47 
--------$2, 290, 629, 555 90 
And deduct cash in the Treasury.................................. 147,541,314 74 
Debt, less cash in Treasury July 1, 1874 ........ _ ............ _ .....• 2, 143, 088, 241 16 
Deduct this amount from the outstanding debt, less cash in the 
Treasury July 1, 1873...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 147, 818, 713 57 
Showing a decrease during the year of .......... .... ........ . 4,730,472 41 
..ddditional discrepancies. 
Tbe honoraule Senator from \Vest Virginia, in his speech of the 24th of January, 
1876, pointed out the following additio11al discrepancies: 
The report for 1866 states the net revenue collected for the year 1862 
at .....•..•..........................•................•••...•••• $51,935,720 76 
The report for 1870 at............................................. 51,907,944 62 
Showing a decrease of .•......•.........................•..... 
Which is explained as follows : . 
Premium on 7 3.10 loan of 1861, included in receipts from 
loans and Treasury notes for the year 1862 .......•..... $63, 400 00 
UnaYailables, (Receipts and Expenditures 186:1, page 24,) 
not included in the report of 1866 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 110 81 
Less trust-funds excluded from the report of 1862 .................. . 
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The report for 186G states the net revenue collected for the year 1863 
at $112,687,290.95, the correct amount being .•••••...•..••••....•.. $112, 697, ').90 95 
The report for 1870, at...... . . . . . • . • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . .. . . . • • • 7 4, 448, 157 55 
Showing a (lifference of...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . • . . . . . . 38,249, 133 40 
Which is composed of the following- items, (as before shown,) tabulated in the report 
of 1870, under the head of loans and Treasury-notes, viz : 
Internal revenue ........•....•.............•......••............... 
Profit on certificates of indebtedness redeemed before maturity ...... . 
Premium on three-year 7-flrr bonds .......... _ ..•..•.•.••........... 
And unavailables not included in the report of 1866; see Receipts and 





Difference explained............................... . . . . . . . . . . 38,249, 133 40 
The report for 186G states the net revenue collected for the year 1864 
at .......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . $264, 626, 771 60 
The report for 1870 at.............. .. . . . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 262,742,354 32 
Sho"·ing a decrease of ..•.................................... 1,884,417 28 
.. Which consists of the following items, tabulated in the report of 1866 under net 
revenue, and in the report of 1870 under receipts from loans and Treasury-notes. (See 
Receipts and Expenditures for 1864, page 26.) 
Premium on 1881 bonds of the loan of 1863.... . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . • $1, 675, 243 70 
Premium on 10-40 bonds, loan of 1864 .......•.•••..••.•.•..•.•••...• 
Deduction of 4 per cent. on the redemption of Texan indemnity 
bonds...... . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • . • . .......•...•.... --- •..•.... 
And unavailables not included in the report of 1866 ...•.•.•...•..••• 






'rhe report of 1866 states the net revenue for tha year 1865 at ..•....• $333,714,605 08 
The report for 1870 at.... . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. • . .. . .. . • . . 323, 092, 785 92 
Sllowing a decrease of...... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . .. .. . .. . 10, 621, 819 16 
Which consists of the following amounts included in the report of 1870, under the 
head ofloans and Treasury-notes. (See Heceipts and Expenditures for 1865, page xl.) 
Premium on 1881 bonds............ . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • • •• • . . . . . . . • $1, 590, 012 28 
Accrued interest on 10-40 bonds.... • . . • . . . • . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 829, 637 65 
Difference of exchange on sterling fund............................ 3, 047,027 83 
Sale of gold coin, act of March 17, 1862.... . • . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • • 3, 355, 000 00 
Premium on 5-20 bonds, June 30, 1864......... ... . • .... •. • • .• . ••• .. 1, 794,046 29 
And unavailables (Receipts and Expenditures 1866, page lxxviii) not in-
cluded in the report of 1866...... . . . . .. • . • . . • . . .. . . .. . . • • .. . . • •.• • 6, 095 11 
Difference explained ...................... ·............. . . . . . . 10, 621, 819 16 
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Public-debt statement f1·om 1836 to 1860. 
In tile financial report for 1860, and prior years, the outstanding debt is stated for 
the following years: 
January 1, 1836 ................................. . ........ ··-- ..•.•. , $291,089 05 
January 1, 1837 ...... ... .•. .. ..... .... .... .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .... .. 1, 878,'223 5fi 
January 1, 18:38... ......... ...... .... ... . .. . ... .. . .. . .. .... ... . .••• 4, 857,660 46 
January 1, 1841.... .... ...... ..... ..•... .... ..•••. . ..••.. .... .... .. 6, 737,398 00 
January 1, 1842.... ......••.•...............••.. ..........•••...... 15,028,486 37 
July 1, 1843...... .... .... .. •••. ...... .... .......... ... .. .... ...... 27,203,450 69 
July 1, 1858.... .•. • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 44,910,777 66 
July 1, 1859.... . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . • • . . . . . .. .. .. 58, 754, 699 33 
July 1, 1860... ... .... . .... . . . • •.. .. . ... .. . . .. .. •. . .. .•. . .•. . . . . ... 64,769,703 08 
In the financial report for 1870, and subsequent years, the outstanding debt is stated 
for the following years: 
December 1, 1835...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... •... .. .... .... .... $37,513 05 
December 1, U336.... .... ••.• ...• .... .... .... ... . .... .... .... ...... 336,957 83 
December 1, 1837.... ............ ........ .................... ...... 3,30Fl,124 07 
December 1, 1840...... ............ ...... .... ...... .... ...... ...... 5,250,875 54 
December 1, 1842.... ..... .•.••. .... ...... .... ...... ...... .... .... 13,594,480 73 
J nne 30, 1843.... .. . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . • . .. . . . . • • • .. . . . .. . .. . . 32, 7 42, 922 00 
June 30, 1858...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... .... .. 44,911,881 03 
J nne 3Q, 1859.... . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. • . . . .. . . . .. . .. 51:3, 496, 837 88 
June 30, 1860.... .... .... .. . ... .. . ... ...... ... •.. . . .... ........ .... 64,842,21:37 88 
The differences between these two statements are fully explained in the following 
co111parath·e tables: 
Statement of the increase of the public debt in the yew·s 1b36, 1837, 183tl, 1841, 1842, 1843, 
1858, 1859, and 1860, sh01ring the net cliffm·ence betu·een the "receipts and expenditm·es" ac-
count and the •· i~:~sues ancl1·edemptions" account. 
Date. Debt. Increase. Net increase. 
Receipts and expenditttres. 
Decem her 31,1835 ..............................•. . ....••............. 
December 31, 1836 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $336, 957 83 
December 31, 1837 .. .. . . . . . . . • . . • .. . • . . . . .. . . .. . . . . • .. 3, 308, 124 07 
December31,1840 .................................... 5,250,875 54 
December 31, 1841 . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . .. . .. 13, 594, 480 7:1 
June 30,1843 ................ ............. ............ 32,742,922 00 
June 30,1858 ......................................... 44,911,881 03 
June30,1859 ......................................... 58,406,837 88 
June 30,1860 .......... .................. ............ 64,842,287 88 
*$37, 513 05 
299, 444 78 
2, 97l, 166 24 
1, 942, 751 47 
8, 343, 605 19 
19, 148, 441 27 
12, 16d, 959 03 
13, 584, 956 85 
6, 345, 450 00 
Issues and redemptions. 
---- $64, 842, 287 E8 
January 1, 1836 ...................................................... .. 
January 1, 1837t . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . 1, 878, 223 55 
January 1, 1838t. ... .. .. . . . . .. . . . • . . .. ... . .. .. . . .. . . . . 4, l:i57, 660 46 
January 1, 184Jt ... . .. ... . . • . . ...... .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . 6, 737, 398 00 
January 1, 1842t..... .. . . .. ... . . .. ... .. ••••••• ••• .. • • . 15, 028, 486 37 
Jltly 1, 1843t ........................... . ........ ...... 27,203,450 69 
July 1, 1858..... .......... ...... ..... .... . . ..... .. .. . . 44,910,777 66 
July 1, 1859....... .................................... 58,754,699 33 
July 1, 1860. .. . .. .. ..... .. ............ ...... .... .. .... ti4, 769,703 08 
*291, 089 05 
1, 587, 134 50 
2, 979, 436 91 
1, 879, 737 54 
8, 291, 088 37 
12, 174, 964 32 
17, 707, 326 97 
13, 843, 921 67 
6, 015, 003 75 
---- 64, 769, 703 08 
Difference ..................................................................... . 72,584 80 
*The item of "interest on old debt" is not included in the outstanding in the" receipts and expendi 
tares " account until1837: 
Principal-Old unfunded debt ............ ........ .. . •••••• .•.•.• .•.•.• .•.. .• $27,437 96 
Old Treasury-notes .. ... .... . . . .. .. . . .. ••••. ... .. .•...... .. ...... 5, 755 00 
Mississippi stock................................................. 4, 320 09 
---- $37, 513 05 
UI'claimed interest and principal of old debt. (See Finance Report, \ol. 3, 
1829-1836, page 629)...... . • • . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 253, 576 00 
291,089 05 
tIn the issues and r-edemptions account the outstandinl! of the debt of the cities of Washington, 
Georgetown, an-a Alexandria, assumed per act of May 20, 1836, is included, viz : 
1837 .. -. - .. - ......... --.-- . - -.- •• - -- . -- .. ---- .. -.--- ... -- . - - -- .. ----- . -.- ... ---- •. --- . - . --. $1, 500, 000 
1838 ............. - ......... - .. -.-- .. -.--- . --- ••..... - --.--- .. --- ... - ... - .... . . - - .. - ... -.- . - 1, 500, 000 
1841 .. -.-- ...... - . -.-- •. -.-- •. -- .. --. - .. - ... - •.. -- ... - .. -.- . - .... - .. --- . - . - ..... --- . -- .. --. 1, 440, 000 
1842 .... -- ............ -.--.-.--.- ..... - . . . -----.-.-.-.---- .. ----- . --- .... --- .. - ... - ... -.--- 1, 380, 000 
1843. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I, 320, 000 
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This different or apparent increase of the deut as shown in the Finance Report for 
1870 consists of the following items: 
Amounts included in the "receipts and expe.nditures" 
account, which had been excluded from the ''issues 
and redemptions" account: 
Mexican indemnity .......•..•..•.............••. 
Bounty-land scrip ..•.•.......••.•...•.•...•..... 
Interest on " old debt" ........••................ 
Also, "Treasury-notes" of 1857 redeemed, but not re-im-
lmrsed within the year ...•••...................•.... 
Less the Texas debt included in the" issues and redemp-
tions" account, but not in the "receipts and expendi-
tures" account .••••...•........•.....•......•....... 
Also the following items heretofore explained: 
Purloined notes paid under act of August 10, 18-16. 








Difference explained ...... .................................... . 
In reply to the charge that, "in the year 1870, there was an apparent 
reduction of the puulic debt of over $100,000,000, (according to the 
Finance Report,) but this reduction was in a great measure only 
apparent and due to a stroke of the pen, a mere transfer of about 
$60,000,000 to another table, [that] the country gave credit to the 
administration for the large decrease of the public debt during 
this year, when, in fact, the larger part of it was due to the change 
in book-keeping and the Secretary's new tables," it is only nec-
$~~29' 258 3() 
256,673 5G 
72,584 80 
essary to state that the outstanding public debt on July 1, 1869, · 
(see Finance Report of 1869, p. xxix,) was ...••.••••.•.•.••..•.. $2,656,603,955 73 
From which was excluded the item ofPacific Railroad bonds...... 58,638,320 00 
Leaving the amount .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . ... ... 2, 597,965, 6~5 73 
The out,standing debt on the 1st of July, 1870, (see Finance Report 
of 1870, p. xli v,) was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . 2, 480, 304, 797 7 4 
Which .shows a decrease for the year, exclusive of the item of Pacific 
Railroad bonds of .................... ........................ . 117,660,837 99 .... 
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A.-Statement of trust funds and nnarailables not included in the balance in the Treasury as 
published in the Finance Reports. 
Receipts. Balance. I Expenditures. 
1------
Balances of trust-funds as per Finance Report 1837-
1844, vol. 4, page 599, December 31, 1841 .. ... .. .. .... $374, 521 18 
1842 ...... ...... ...... .... ...... .......... ...... ...... 321,042 85 
1843 . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . • • . . . . • . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . 237, 376 63 
1843, Balance in hands of J. Campbell, U.S. Treasurer. 23, 702 01 
1844 .••• •• . • • . . . • . . •• • • • .••• .• .•• • • • . • • • . • . . •• . . •. . • • . 816, 855 70 
11:.45 .. .. .. . • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • . 172, 720 31 
1846 . • . • . • . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . 184, 909 99 
1847 . .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .... .. .. .. .. .. . . 182, 614 76 
1848 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . 314, 439 06 
1849 .................................. :. . .. .... . .. . .. . 133, 795 48 
1850 ...... ............................................ 248,017 85 
1851 • • • . • • • . . • • • . . • . . • . • • . • • . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . . . • . . • . 244, 898 68 
1852 .... .. ...... .... ... ... . • . . ...... .... . ... .... .. .• • . 93,781 41 
1853 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . • . . • . . • • • . . . • • • . . • • . 449, 480 18 
1853, Unavailables ...........................•........................ 
1853, Error in recei11ts ............................................... . 
1854 . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . • . • • . • . . . • . . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . 250, 636 20 
1855 . • .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. • • . . • .. . .. .. .. .. . • • .. • . . 146, 644 13 
1856 • • . . . . . • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • • • •. • . . . • • . l :~fl. 557 78 
1857 ...... .... ....... ................ ................. 3:3, 7Hil 90 
1858 • • • • • • . . • . . . • . • . • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • . • . . 97, 796 37 
1859 . • . • . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • . 81, 394 63 
1859, Unavailables ................................................... . 
1860.................................................. 87, 773 94 
1861 . • • • • • . . . . • • . • • . . • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • . • • . • • • . 164, 946 57 
1862 . . . • . . . .. . . . .. • • .. . . • . . .. • .. . • • . .. .. .. .. . . • . .. .. • . 51, 734 67 
1862, Unavailables ................... • ................................ . 
1A63 • . . . • • . . . . . • . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . 1, 297, 524 47 
1863, Unavailables ................................................... . 
1864 . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • . . • . • • • . 3, 994, 054 16 
1864, Unavailables ................ ~ ................................. .. 
1865 . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • • . . . • . • • . 4, 146, 718 42 
1865, Unavailables . . . . .. ............................................. . 
.... $223," 947.48. 
321,575 19 
543, 649 63 
499, 095 26 
95, 100 44 
296,738 24 
189, 841 24 
224, 817 63 
216, 736 l:31 
153,263 79 
267,829 57 
553, 517 24 } 
103,301 37 
40 
251, 127 12 
188, 011 74 
.236, 652 43 
245,688 86 
103, 853 45 
21, 908 32 
15, 401:3 34 
98,245 67 
110, 710 42 
17, 040 75 ~ 
11, 110 81 5 
30, 729 59 { 
6, 000 01 5 
88, 554 11 { 
9, 210 40 5 
7, 242, 242 00 { 
6, 095 11 5 
Total ................... -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14, 589, 736 36 12, 372, 003 42 
Bala;1ce in the Treasury as per Finance Report July 1, 
1865, pages 2 and 32 . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • • .. • • .. .. . .. .. .. . . ............................. .. 
Balance in the Treasury as per receipts and expendi-
tures July 1, 1865 .................................................................. . 
*Excess of expenditures over receipts. 
$374,521 18-








398, 493 93 
490,128 82 




*31, 211 35 
56,898 69 
50, 841 61 
94,919 58 
84,447 85 
138, 6o4 oo 
162,267 11 
1, 423, 061 98 
5, 319, 351 63 
2, 2i7, 732 94 
2, 217, 732 94 
858,309 15 
3, 076, 042 09 
D.-State of the TreasU1·y, by quartm·s, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1862. 
Quarter ending I Quarter ending I Quarter ending·~ Quarter ending 
Sept. 30, 1861. Dec. 31, 1861. March 31,1862. June 30,1862. 
Balance in the Treasury on July 1, 1861. .......................... . 
RECEIPTS. 
5-20 years bonds, per act of February 25, 1862 ........... .. 
Treasury notes ........... . 
Customs ................. . 
~~r;~~~a;ubiic'l~~cl~. ::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: :::::::::: ::1· ..... 35,' 967. o3 -~---- .. 39; 658 '46 .I ...... 27: oi9 "74. 
IuwlentaL ...... .... . .... ... .... ...... .......... .... .. .. ....... ...... . ... 318,095 86 172, 316 22 182,268 05 
Three years coupon bonds, at 7 3-10 per cent ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 125, 385 87 91, 790, 267 2:1 10, 670, 5!l8 24 
United States notes, payable on demand................................. 15, 620, 000 00 18, 480, 000 00 25, 900, 000 00 
Trflasury notes issued under acts of June 22, 1860, authorized by act of 
· ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $7; i9s; 6o~ ·55.,. ·is: 3o9." o66 · 47 ·l-ii4; 6is; 558 · 44 · 
March 2,1 861 ....................................................... .. 
Sixty-days Treasury notes, issued per act of March 2, 1861. .............. . 
Loan under act of February 8, 1861. .................................... .. 
Stock for the WashinfO'ton and Oregon war debt . ........................ . 
Treasury notes issue< per acts of February 8 and March 2, 1861 ..••..••.• 
Loan of November 16, 1861, authorized by acts of July 17 and August 5, 
1861 .................................................................. .. 
14, 019, 034 66 
12, 877, 750 00 
55, 2:>7 50 
21,850 00 
3, 500 00 
T emporary loan, autlwrized by act of February 25, 1862 ................. . 
Certificates of indebtedness, authorized by acts of March 1 and 17, 1862 ................. .. 
18, GOO 00 
483, 000 00 297,000 00 
$13, 990, 600 00 
98, 620, 000 00 
18, 930, 170 16 
1, 795, 331 73 
49,558 54 
259, 107 51 
13, 825, 925 00 
30, 000 00 
198,850 00 
Total ........................................... . 
Trust-funds: 
Smithsonian Institution ................................................. . 
~ ~~ti:~;i£~!Al~~:::::::: :: :::::: ~:::::::::::::::: :::: · · -· · ·-- · · · · .. -- · · 
99, 62:: ::: :~ I.~~~~~~~~~~~_~:_ 
22,609 34 
13, 153 94 
Total. 
$13, 990, 600 00 
98, 620, 000 00 
49, 056, 397 62 
1, 795, 331 73 
152, 203 77 
931, 787 64 
166, 412, 585 34 
60, 030, 000 00 
14, 019, 034 66 
12, 896, 350 00 
55,257 50 
1, 000, 700 00 
3, 500 00 
46, 303, H!9 17 
66, 479, 324 10 
49, 881, 979 73 
-----
581' 628, 181 26 
9, 867 70 
28,713 03 
13, 153 94 
Total ...... ===
1
_!-43. 592,650 40 I 99,629,121 75!238, 175, 9~~-l 581,679, :~ 93 
EXPENDITURES. 
Civil: foreign intercourse and miscellaneous . ............... . 
Interior: pensions and Iudians ...................... .. 
War .................................................. . 
Navy ................................................... . 
Intei·est on public debt, including Treasury notes . ..... . ................ . 
R e-imbursement of Treasury notes issued per act prior to December 23, 
1857 ........................................................ . ......... .. 
Payment of Treasury notes issued per act of December 23, 18;)7 ........ .. 
Payment of Treasur:v notes ~ssued per act of December 17, 1860 ..•...••.. 
Payment of Treasury notes Issued per act of March 2, lfl61 ..•• . •.....•• . 
Redemption of Treasur.v notes which have beec purloined .............. . 
6, 140, 774 05 4, 733, 406 70 4, 506, 133 16 6, 028, 177 25 21, 408, 4B1 16 
1, 124, 825 !J2 469,062 80 782, 845 95 726,250 8:3 3, 102, 985 50 
58, 345, 125 61:! 84, 663, 389 32 90, 925, 048 46 160, 4'34, 84:3 90 394, 368, 407 36 
9, 799, 303 33 9, 779, 238 44 8, 277, 421 38 14, 818, 606 54 42, 674, 569 69 
202, 0;)2 61 3, 738, 526 36 5, 283, 69!) 36 3, !JG6, 046 12 13, 190, 324 45 
................ 50 00 . .............................. . 50 00 
1, 836, 100 00 203, 300 00 426. 900 00 101. 400 00 I 2, 567, 700 00 
400 00 429, 000 00 9, 540, 350 00 *:33, 600 00 9, 9:~6. 150 00 
10, 541, 100 00 . 12, 430, 050 00 6, 842, 550 00 792, 450 00 3, 060, 150 00 
51 50 .. -· .• •·•·•• .•• . .••• -. ·-···· .... ·•·•·• ....••••• 51 50 
Balances. 
$2, 257, 065 80 
581, 628, 181 26 

































Re-imbursement of temporary I oar:, per acts of .July 1 and August 5, 186L. 
Re-imbursement of temporary 1oan, per acts of l<'ebruary 25 and March 
17,1862 .. - ...... - .......... ·-·· ........................................ . 
10, 250, ooo oo 1 28, 500, ooo oo 5, 625. 000 00 1 
Payment of iutmest on oltl funded de\.Jt ....................... _ .......... 1 ................ , ............. _ .. 
Redemption of Uuited States notes issued under act of July 17, 1861 ..... . 
1, 415:21~ ~~ 1 ... :·.~~:~~~~-~~-
. ......... -.. - . . 58, 610 00 
98,239,733 09 1 144,946, o23 62 I 133,625, t66 37 I 194, o3o, 777 11 
. :: :I::::::::::::: :: ·1: ::::::::::::::: · · · · ·. 2o; ooo. oo. 
. . . . . . . 3l!l 9L 
150 00 1, 289 60 
'22, 200 37 15, 066 45 
----~------
144, 949, 237 64 133, 603, ll6 00 194, 067, 453 13 
Balance in the Treasur.v June 30, 1862 ............................ .. 
*Represent repayments. 
4<1, 375, 000 00 
8, 553, 207 53 
3 06 
58,610 00 
570, 841, 700 25 
20,000 00 
319 91 
3, 01:3 44 
*6, 292 60 
-----
570, 8:'>8, 741 00 
570, 841, 700 25 































C.-Slate of t?w 1'reasury, by qlta1'iO'B, for the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 186~. 
Sept. 30, Ul62. Dec. 31, HlCl~. March 31, l!:lti3. JuJJe 30, lf/63. Total. Balauces. 
Qna1 ter ending I Quarter en<ling I Quarter enlli11~ I Quarter en (ling 
----------------------, 1---------------------
J~alauce in tl1e Treasnry on .July 1, 1862 ........................... . 
IUWEIPTS. 
I 
Customs ................................................................ $23,041, 73G 59 $13, 3:>4, 505 41 $ 15,44:1,531 37 $17,219, 8G9 03 $69,059, G42 40 
Sales of public lant.ls ........... :............. ... .. . .. ..... . ............. 2~, 18 1 01 5, 428 :-l!:l 3(1, 431 22 109, 57ti 53 1G7, G17 17 
Dirtcttax ........................................................ :..... 83,G81 77 1,038,407 94 1t!3,GOG 10 179,407 80 1,485,103 61 
Int~'>mal1·eveune....... ...... ............. .... ......... ...... .. . .. .. . .. . . 456, 30:J 73 7, 180, 44G ~2 15, 7tl5, Gt!!J 28 14,2:18,348 7~ 37,640,787 !)5 
Incidental......................... . ... ...... ...... ...... .. . .. .. ... .. . 5til, 079 08 1, 219,097 11 395,908 37 !:l70, 5:30 79 3, 046, G15 :15 
United States postage-stamps........................................... 787, ~00 00 G, 057, 13G 00 12, 076, 5G4 00 1, 276,956 00 20, 192, 456 00 
Two-year 6 per cent. Treasury notes, per act of March 2, 18G I............ I, 500 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 122 00 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. 1, 6-J2 00 
7 :l- 10 three-year coupon bouds, por acts of July 17 and August 5, 186l... 3, 5~•0, 000 00 l:l, 71:3, 450 00 . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . 17,263, 450 00 
Unitecl ::;tatcs notes, per act of February 25, 18G2 ............. :...... ..... 72, 4:ln, 000 00 53, 7!)6, 000 00 106, 741:3, 000 00 5H, 280,000 00 / 2!Jl, 260,000 00 
Cl•rtificates ol' iutlehtcdnPss, per acts of March 1 anti 17, 18G2 . . . . . . . . • . . . 12, 184, 8:H 4:3 54, 220, 4:37 49 51i, li!J I, 000 00 :34, :380, 000 00 157, 479, 2fi1 92 
5-2U .\ears hoJHls, per act of February 25, 1862............................. 2, 53!1, 803 45 8, 740, 802 Hi 7, 172, 900 00 156, 583, 753 83 175, 037, 2."i!J 44 
Stock for Washington and Oregon war debt............................. 145, O!iO 00 .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. ............................ I 145,030 00 
'!'<•mporary loans, per a.cts of :February 25 a.ncl March 17, 1~62 . . . . . .. . . . 22, 813, 843 H 36, 992, :!ll 74 20, 3B3, 790 43 35, 036, 91G 90 115, 226, 702 21 
Six per cent. twenty-year bonds, per act of July 17, U361.. ...... .... .. .. .. ..... ...... . .. .... .. ....... ... ..... ...... . .. 76,500 00 7ti, 500 00 ------------ --------- _______ \ ________ __ 
Total .............................•.....•.......................... 
Tmst-funtls : 
Smiti.Jsonian Institution ................................................ . 
Navy pellsion-fund .................... ............................. .. ... -
138, 62:~. 803 2:1 ll!J!l, 317, 922 45 i 234, 888, 542 771318, 251, 859 GO I 888, 01'<2, 12!:! 05 
22. 66:1 85 _..... .. . .. • . .. 2. 682, oo _ ............. _ I 25, 3-!5 85 
76,719 41 531,455 80 217,033 18 446,970 23 1, 272,178 G2 
Total ...... ........................ , 138,723, 181i 49 1196,!~· 378 251 235~08, 257 !J'j 1318,698, 82~ 83 1 88!!, 3~~52 5!.. 
EXPE:s'DITUHES. 
Civil: Fordgn intercourse and miscellaneous .......................... .. 
Interior: Pensions antl Indians ........................................ .. 
\Var .................................................................. .. 
Navy ................................................................... . 
Interest on pnblic debt, including Treasury not<-s .................... .. 
Payment of Treasury notes, issued per aet of December 2:3, 1857 ....... . 
Payment of Treasury JJotes, issued per· act of December 17, 11360 ....... . 
Payment or Treasury note~<, issued }Jer act of :!\larch 2, 1861 ....•........ 
Redemption of 7 3 10 conpon bonds, per act of July 17, l Hii l ............. . 
Redemption of United States notes, per act of .July 17, 18fil ............ .. 
Redemption of United Statos notes, per aet of Febrnar.v ~5, 1862 ........ . 
Redemption of certificates of imlebtt•dness, per acts of March 1 and 17, 
1862 .............•............ ••..•......• .....•........•..•.••.......•. 
Redemption of United St.ates stock, \\Tasbington and Oregon war debt .. 
Re-imbursement of temporary loan, per acts of February 25 and March 
17,1862 ..................••••......•..........•.........•..••..••..••... [ 
4, 431i, 907 32 
1, 046, 906 42 
90, Bli!l, 850 2:1 
10, 076,353 91 
4, 654, 428 87 
14, :300 00 
4, !lOO 00 
2'2, 550 ou 
2, 000 00 
27, 682, 490 00 
2, uoo, 000 00 
5, 885, 000 00 
....................... 
9, 913,510 61i I 
4, 90'2, 446 27 
6l:l9, 257 Oil 
131, 781, 5~7 31 
11, 901, 649 38 




flO, 000 00 
16, 163, !J(JO 00 
......................... 
7~fl, 000 00 
64,250 00 
24' 8:?0, 507 99 
7, 138, 899 10 
929, 162 72 
204, 408, 690 73 
16, 705, ell4 05 
5, 9:10, 816 3:! 
3:1,300 0 I 
:.l, 100 uo 
116, 950 {)0 
.......................... 
10, 750, 000 00 
........................ 
30,000 00 
5, :iOO 00 
11, 212, 703 82 
ll, 775, 669 48 
1, 551, 194 59 
172, 238, 502 5/l 
24, 527, 237 93 
8, 58G, 50-! G5 
10, ROO 00 
700 00 
1,"971, 550 00 I 
19, 500 00 
1, 5rH, 000 00 
99, 000 00 
43, llt-<8, ':'58 23 
. ........................ 
21, 570,271 01 
23, 253, 92'-l 08 
4, 216, 520 79 
599, 2()8, 600 R3 
6:1, 211, 10!l 27 
24, 729, 816 61 
58,600 00 
8, 700 00 
2, 144, 350 00 
71, 500 00 
f>fl, 177, :190 00 
2, 099, 000 00 
50, 3;'19, 758 23 
69, 550 00 
67, 516, 993 48 
$ 13, 043, 546 81 


































He-imbnrscnwnt of Treasury notes, issued under acts prior to July 22, 50 00 
2, 580, 743 36 n~~!~;ptl~I~ -~i· -s-tock,· i~~~- ~i·. i842 ~::::::::::::::::: ::::: : ::::::::::::::: ·J_----- . ---~~-~~-I:::::::::::::::: I'--2; 348," 263.36 "I"----2ii," 48o-00 . ____ , ______ , _____ , _____ , _____ _ 
Total ..... . 
Trust-funds: 
A wards ....................... ---.-------- ..... . . - . . ........ - --------- · · · 
Cherokee schools ....................................................... . 
Navy peusion-fu]](l. .................................................... -. 
ICILlsas schools .................................. _ ... .................. . 
156, 60:: ::: :: 1- ~~~·- ~~~ ·- ~~~. ~~ .. ~~~·- ~:~~ ~~~. ~~ -~~~·- ~~~·- ~~~. ~~ . 
................ ............... AB fl3 12,97:7 04 .. -. ---- ~ ~~~ - ~~ · I· .... -. ~·- ~:~. ~~- t~g gg ....... ~· ~~:. ~~ . 
26, 664 4t *8, 468 69 2, 841 08 *10, 178 4:J 
8!15, 796, G30 65 
3, 043 31 
13, 065 87 
3, 162 04 
600 00 
10, 858 37 Na'' Y hospital-fund . ................................... . ............... . 
. - ........... - ......... - .......... , 15G, 6:18,422 041196, 7t4, 6G9 22 I 259,617,034921 282, 857,234 061 895, 827;36'024 Total .......... .. 
Balance in the Juoo 18G3 ..... --.---- · · ·· · ·· · · · · ···· . . 
• Represent repayments. 
895, 796, 630 65 


































D.-State of the Treasury, by quartel's, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1864. 
I 
Quarter ending I Quarter ending I Quarter ending I Quarter ending 
8ept. 30, 1863. Dec. 31, 1863. March 31,1864. June 30, 1864. 
Balance in th.e Treasury July i, 1i:'63 ............................... , .............. .. 
UECEJPTS. 
~l!l~~f~~~~~i:c: ~~~~~:::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::: ~:::::::: ~::::: :::::::::: -~~~~-~~~;-~~~- ~~- $23, ii~: ~~~ t~ 
Internal reveune............. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . 17, 599, 713 59 27, 262, 631 26 
i;r~~~l?~~~~: 11 ·c;,~.-1'~-,;~_v:::::: ~ ~:: .· :: :::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::: · .. __ . ~~~·- ~~~ _ ~~. 1• ;~~; ~~~ ~~ 
United St a tel'! uot('A, per act of Fflhrnar,v 25, 1862 ............... .. .. .. . . . . 1!'>, 452, 000 00 4!l, mr9, 7:30 00 
J<' i ve-twenty y..,arR houds, per :1ct of FHbl'llary 25, 1862 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84, ti:lfJ, 628 !'>1 161, 480, 4'it' :H 
Cer-tificates of indebt,edrwss, per act,s of 1\la.rch 1 and 17, 1Hl'.! .. .. ......... 14, 865, 000 00 32, 161, 000 00 
T('rnpurary loaPs, pet· acts of .Fel.>nt:1r.v 25 awl Mm·ch 17, 1~62 ..... ........ 32,690,013 8-1 H, 758, H:!3 ~3 
:->ix per CPIIt. :!0-.Vf'Hl' bonds, per act of Jnly 17, 1861 .................. ... . . 241,500 00 47!l, 599 52 
Two-year 5 pN cont. interest -bearing uotes, ywr act of March '3, 1863 ... . . 13,000,000 00 36,500,000 00 
One-year 5 per eHut. interest-hearing notes per act of Murch 3, 186:L .................................... . 
T~en-fovt.y yt·ar·s honds, per aet of March 3, 186-L _ .................................................... _ ... . 
l"'ix pm· CPllt. compouml-int.erest notes, lWI' act of March 3, 1863 .......... _ .............................. . 
Six per ceut. 1881 bomb, per act of March 3, 1863. .... .. .... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . ............................. . . 
$27, 439, 65·1 13 
131, 882 92 
3!)7, 166 68 
<~7, 685, 212 45 
i2. 527, 351 3!l 
3, 057, 2ti2 50 
4, 760, 2GO 00 
7;), 400, 006 45 
!'lti, 649, OliO 00 
2\1, 6Hfi, 784 57 
1, 5!l4, 675 !J3 
!J:l, 4H5, 8~1:1 01 
27, 400, 000 00 
$29, 102, 95!) 58 
14!J, 7()4 83 
(i4, 447 22 
37, 193, 576 80 
32, 4:.10, 025 51' 
4, 51:!, 70!) 25 
17, 102, 880 00 
31,210 14 
G5, 504, 000 00 
9:l, 072, 323 17 
28, 250, 100 00 
24, 484. 106 !l9 
17, 1:40, 000 00 
73, 337, 680 00 
17, :!50, 000 00 
4~, 111, 771 05 
Trust- fulllls: 
201, s~ 7, 598 49 1 347, 649,660 :!8 1 359,241, 150 o3 1 4eo, 748,554 61 
Rn·,ithsonian l1•stitution ................................................ . 
Na''Y pension fuutl .................................................... .. 
Chickasaw fuud ........................ .. .. ...... ...................... . 
~~: ~!~ ~~ ,. -. i,' i48,' 876.77. 
34,:330 63 . 
1,12~:~~~ g~ ~--···97ii;97s.6o· 
7, 3!J8 Otl ............... . 
Total. 
$102, 316, 152 99 
588,::133 29 
47;>, 648 9(} 
10!l, 741, 134 10 
47, 511, 448 10 
8, 169, 721 25 
PH, 420, 870 00 
321,551,283 41 
16!1, 17H, 000 00 
16!J, 218, 044 81 
:w, 565, 875 45 
161l, 480, 000 00 
4<1, 520, 000 00 
n, 337, 680 011 
17, 250, 000 00 
42, Hl, 771 05 
1, 389, 466, !)63 41 
24, !)98 75 
3, 927, 326 70 
41, 72tl 71 
Tttal .•....... 201, 961, 0~6 5fJ 1 348, 798, ~37 05 1 360, 9~~~0 72 1. 481,728,533 21 1 1, 393,_~~-1~57 . 
EXPENDITURES. 
Cidl: Foreign intercourse, anrl miscellaneous ........................... . 
Interior: Peusion:; aud ludians ........................................ .. 
War .................................................................... . 
~avy ................................................................. . 
Intni·est. on tire public debt, illf~lm1ing Treasury-notes ......... ... ....... . 
ltPtlemption of stoek, lo:w of 18-12 .... .. ............. .... _ ............... . 
Rf'rlemption of stoul<, \Vashiugton and Ort>gou war debt ................ . 
Hcdcmptiou of stock, 7 3 10 coupon bond!l, per act of Jnly 17, 1861 ...... . 
Jtedempl inn of 1'11itetl Htatos not.es, per act of .July 17, l~fil ............ . 
H.NlCm]JtioB of UnitHd State;; not<·s, per aet of Febnwry 25, 1862 ........ . 
ltrtlPillption of certiticat<•s of inrlel.>tet.lness, per acts of March 1 and 17, 1862 
l\cdemption oJ' postage aml other stam~)S, iler act of July 17
1 
ltl6~ ....... .. 
7, 216, 939 31 
1, 711,271 fl5 
144, 3tl7, 473 97 
18, 511, 618 86 
4, 283, 628 37 
60, 000 00 
5, 300 00 
fl, 000 00 
1' 258, 500 00 
3:i7, 27!J 00 
12, :l45, 804 16 
1, 299, 600 00 
6, 284, 576 59 
1, 648, 203 7!) 
163, 366, 855 10 
2:!, 982, 891 03 
17, 34!l, 958 58 
16,800 00 
..................... 
967, 742 2;) 
672, 053 !JO 
56, 881, 4:37 49 
I, 9271 545 85 
7, GOB. 39() 91 
2, 701, 404 37 
19:3, 477, 740 69 
17,731,436 70 
9, 287, 115 82 
3, 000 00 
Gill , 500 00 
:l!J2, 0!!5 25 
1:.1, 2~0, 81H 23 
61,818,000 00 
806, 507 85 
6, 3!l5, 68() 65 
1, 457, 050 86 
Jsn, 559, 77:3 21 
25, 507, 341) 18 
22,764,718 92 
26, 01:.! 30 
274, O!JO 00 
28, 3:i0, 8!)6 41 
34, 035, 000 00 
fJ!Jl, 2-16 30 
27, 505, 59!1 46 
7, 517, H:lO 97 
6!Je, 791, 842 !17 
85, 733, 292 77 
5:.1, 6tl5, 421 69 
10!'>, 812 :{0 
5, 300 00 
687, 500 00 
2, 892, 427 50 
42, 51l1, 048 541 
165, 080, 241 65 
5, 024, 900 00 
Balances. 
$5, 329, 044 21 
1, 3139, 466, 963 41 
- ·----

































Redemption of Treasury notes, issued under acts prior to December 23, 
1857 ...................................... ······· ...................... ' ............... . 
Payment of Treasury notes, per act of December 23, 1857 ........•.•...... 





1, 614, 000 00 74, ~~~ ~~ , ...... 7o:4oii.oo· 
Re-im bursernent of temporary loans, per acts of February 25 and March rn 11, 1862_ .......... ; ..........................•............. •••· •.. __ . ___ . 21,203, 011 44 82, 547,267 22 21,934, 305 n 65, 615,143 67 
RedemptiOn of fractional currency, per act of March 3, 1863. .. . . . . . •. . . . ----- ... - ..•••... -·-...... .••••. 206 400 00 236,000 00 
~Redemption of 2-year 5 per cent. Treasury notes, per act of March 3, 1863 . -- ..... - ........ -- ........ __ ...... _ •... '.. ...... 13,615,200 00 
50 00 
2, 000 00 
1, 863, 400 00 
197, 299, 734 04 
442, 400 00 
13, 615, 200 00 
.@ Redemption of 3-year 6 per cent. compound-interest notes, per act of March 
• 3, 1863 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- .......... - ............ - .......... -. . . ----- . - .. ----.. . ---- .. - - . . . . . . . . .. ---- .. - .. -.-.. 2, 250, 000 00 2, 250, 000 00 
~ Reuetnption of Texan indemnity stock, per act of September 9, 1850 .......... -- .. -.----- ........................ _ •. ·--- _. 992, 000 00 992, UOO 00 
--l --------·--------------------
~ . 218, 731, 583 06 357, 260, 081 80 329, 943, 872 53 392, 120, 564 50 1, 298,056, 101 89 
I 
TrnRt-funds: 
Navypeusion-fuud...................................................... . 120 00 1,487 06 20 00 15,18418 16,81124 
Cbickasawfund......................................................... 24,999 96 28,022 40 7,978 80 7,398 08 67,499 24 
~ Navyhospital-fund....... .....• ...... .•...• ............................. 5, 735 88 •3, 868 82 10 5B3 36 kJ9, 748 52 "7, 298 10 
Cherokee school-fund-----·.............................................. ................ .......... ....•. ' 96 29 ................ 96 29 
Choctaw school-fund. ___ ........ _ ................ _ .. ___ ............................ -----. ----...... .•••.. 11.445 44 ..... _. .. • . . . • .. 11,445 44 
Total·-----·----- 1, 298, 144, 656 00 
Balance in the Treasury June 30, 1864 .•••••.•.. 
"Repayments. 
1, 298, 056, 101 89 


































·E.-State of the Treasury, by quarters, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1865. 
Quarter ending I Quarter ending I Quarter ending I Quarter ending 
Sept. 30,1864. Dec. 31,1864. Mar. 31, 1865. .June 30, 1865. 
.Balance in the Treasury on first .July, 1864 ..•.•.•.••. 
Cnstoms ...•...•......•..... 
Sales of public lands. 
Direct tax-----····-· .••..• 
Internal revenue ...•.•.•••••. 
RECEIPTS. 
Incidental ........••.......•.•••..•.......•...• 
Fractional currency, per act of March 3, 1863 ....••...•...... 
6 p~r cont. 20-year bonds, per act of .July 17, 1861. .... _ •.......•.••..... -. 
Umtetl States notes, per act of February 2fi, 1862 .•...•.•.............•.. 
5.20 _year bonds, per act of February 25, 1862 ..••.•... o• ••••••••••••••••• 0 
Temporary loans, per act of Fflbruary 25, 1862, and March 17, 1862 ....•.. 
Certificates of indebtedness, per act of March 1 and 17, 1862 ............ . 
6 per cent 1881 bonds, per act of March 3, 1863 .......................... . 
10-40 year bonds, per act of March 3, 1864 ............ __ ................. . 
$19, 271, 091 96 
342,185 84 
16,079 86 
46, 562, 859 92 
9, 020, 171 44 
4, 340, 789 15 
78, 963, 524 55 
3, 355, 820 00 
201,357 15 
21, 198, 951 97 
85, 471, 200 63 
31, 848, 763 23 
6, 910, 680 50 
$15, 123, 928 78 
287,835 26 
843,380 34 
55, 129, 731 76 
9, 295, 852 44 
.2, 426, 82fi 50 
17, 560, 900 00 
804, 010 00 
51,300 00 
28, 956, 953 18 
36, 667, 000 00 
183, 165 99 
36, 486, 469 50 
6 per cent. compound-interest notes, per acts of March 3, 1863, and .June 
3, 1864 .. ---.-- .. ---- ..... - .•.•. ---- ....................................... 188, 073, 440 00 120, 460,000 00 
7:1-10 3-year Treasury-notes, per act of .June 30, 1864. ...... ........ ...... 56,491,400 00 54,350,850 00 
5.20-year bonds, (6 per cent.,) per act of .June 30, 18fi4 ......... __ ...••••.. ---- ............ 77, u58, 250 25 
7 3-10 3-year Treasury-notes, per act of March 3, 1865 .................. -.. -.. -.... • • • .. - · • · • • ......... . 
Gold coin purchased, per act of March 17, 1862, (first section) .......................................... .. 
$20, 518, 852 54 $30, 014, 387 32 
162,010 47 204, 521 74 
52,714 81 288,398 02 
65, 262, 803 28 42, 508, 820 29 
4, 159, 223 73 7, 148, 036 86 
3, 691, 647 75 4, 155, 2!11 75 
12, 002, 900 00 46,200 00 
............................ . ............................ 
........................... ·····-----------
22, 746, 038 46 58, 536, 129 25 
68,000 00 8, '"169, 000 00 
1, 126 01 142,750 00 
56, 161, 250 01 . ................................ 
5, 780, 700 00 65, 900, 000 00 
185, 082, 382 'i9 363, 975, 767 64 
9, 000 00 17, 639, 000 00 
15, 655, 895 59 
3, 355, 000 00 
Total. 
$84, 928, 260 60 
996, 55:J 31 
1, 200, 573 oa 
209, 464, 215 25 
29, 623, 284 47 
14,614,563 15 
108, 573, 524 55 
4, 159, 830 00 
252,657 15 
131, 438, 072 86 
130, 975, 200 . 6:J 
32, 175, 805 2:J 
99, 558, 400 01 
180, 214, 140 00 
659, 900, 401 43 
94, 706, 250 25 
15, 655, 895 59 
3, 355, 000 00 
Total ........... . 355, 686, 453 00 375, 698, 650 85 618, 339, 198 46 1, 801, 792, 627 51 
Trust-fnnds: 
Smit-hsonian Institution ............................................... ---
Navy-pension fnud ..................................................... . 
Chickasaw fund ...........................••. _ .•........... 
2,682 00 ................ 2,682-00 ······--- ...... 5,364 00 
815, 645 42 1, OOf., 090 34 · 1, 538, 027 70 764, 612 28 4, 124,375 74 
7, 191 4::1 1, 830 00 6, 127 25 1, 830 00 16, 978 68 
---------·----------------
Total ............................. . 452, 893, 844 05 356, 694, 373 34 377, 245, 487 80 619, 105, 640 74 1, 805, 938, 345 93 
--============== ========== ~===;::::====== =============== ===.=:::::::=::=======. 
EXPENDITURES. 
CiYil. foreign intercourse, and miscellaneous ......•.•.•.................. 8, 712, 422 51 7, 755, 941 82 10, 952, 397 15 12, 271, 896 53 39, 692, 658 01 
Interior, (pensions and Indians) ........................................ 4, 935, 179 29 2, 292, 156 46 5, 405, 7!16 51 1, 625, 453 12 14, 258, 575 38 
War ..................................... _ ...... __ ....... __ ..... __ ...•••. 286, 200, 288 52 141, 088, 220 69 189, 838, 574 22 414, 196,277 36 1, 031, 323, 360 79 
Navy. __ .................. ....... ... . . . .. ... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 33,292,916 49 29, 015, 964 27 27, 273, 231 27 . 32, 985, 664 09 122, 567, 776 12 
Jntei·cst on public debt, including Treasury-notes . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . HI, 921, 054 48 11, 506, 127 85 9, 269, 717 55 36, 700, 812 12 77, :J97, 712 00 
Redem,)tion of Texan indemnity stock, per act of September 9, 1850 ........... -- ·-- · ·-- 409, 920 00 ............................... 1, 221, 969 38 1, 6::11, 889 38 
Reimb ~rsement of Treasury-note:;, per acts prior to December 23, 1857... 50 00 100 00 ........................... 250 00 400 00 
Payment of Treasury-notes, per act of December 23, 1857 .... ............ 1, 000 00 100 00 .............................. · -· · · · 24; 4oo · oo · 1,100 00 Pa'vmeut of Treasury-notes, per act of March 2, 1861 .•..........• 0 • _.... 10, 450 00 1, 500 00 7, 200 00 43,550 00 
Redemption of United States notes, per act of .July 17, 1861.............. 243,245 00 102, 495 00 5,::159 00 19,500 00 370,599 00 
Balances. 
$96, 739, 905 73 
1, 801, 792, 627 51 


































Redemption of 7 3-10 3-year coupon-bonds, per act of .July 17, 18111 . . . . • . . 106, 315, 100 00 
Redemption of postage and other stamps, per act of .July 17, 1862........ 954, 550 40 
Redemption of stock, loan of 1842 .................•...........••• · ...•.•..... - -·---- -· ----
Redeniption of Treasury-notes, per act of February 25, 1862 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 044, 379 87 
Re-imbursement of temporary loans, per acts of February 25 and March 
17, 1862 -.. - - . - .•. -.- •.. - .• :- •.. ,' •• -- .•.•••• -. - •• - .. -----.-- . ---.- ----.- 46, 507, 680 49 
Redemption of certificates of indebtedness, per acts of March 1 and 17, 
1862. - - - - - - - - - - - -... - .•. - - .• -• - .••••.••• - . - . - • -•.. - . - • - - - - - - -• - - - - •... - - 15, 183, 000 00 
Redemption of fractional currency, per act of March 3, 1863 . . . . . . . . . • . . . 878, 048 00 
Redemption of one-year 5 pE'r cent. Treasury-notes, per act of March 3, 
1863 .................... ----------------------------- .. ------············· 
Redemption of two-year 5 per cent. Treasury-notes, per act of March 3, 
1863 .. ---.------- .. -- .• -•.•..•.•••••••..••.....•...... ------------------
RedPmption of three-year 6 per cent. compound-interest notes, per act of 
June 30, 1864 ..•••••.•.......•..•...•..•••••.•.•...•...•.•.....•.•.•.... 
Redemption of three-year 7 3-10 per cent. coupon Treasury-notes, per act 
of June30, 1864 ...................................................... . 
Purchase of gold coin, per act of .March 17, 1862, ·(first section) .••.••..••. 
Total ....................................... . 
Trust-funds : 
Navy-pension fund 
Chi.ckasaw fund .............. . 
Cherokee schools .............. .. 
Choctaw schools .................. . 
Kansas schools ....•••...•.•.••......•••.•.... 
2,.759, 250 00 
1, 686, 733 38 
1, 400 00 
1, 586, 541 00 
19, 747, 517 98 
41, 307, 000 00 
1, 378, 762 77 
1, 279, 270 00 
24, 226, 050 00 
610,410 00 
14,950 00 29, 321, 750 00 
I, 118, 787 46 979,316 10 
....................... ......................... 
793,059 00 911,153 60 
33, 564, 751 27 18, 668, 888 45 
53, 259, 000 00 65, 078, 000 00 
2, 426, 882 57 1, 992, 670 96 
2, 921, 140 00 34, 272, 910 00 
12, 145, 650 00 20, 346, 700 00 
26,990 00 76,900 00 
3, 945, 900 00 · -· 5; o~2; 9oo · i i · . ............................. 
------------
352, 969, 376 00 675, 767, 411 82 
1, 999, 899 94 12,730 83 
13, 627 33 .. - •••. - • - .•. -- . 
3, 515 00 120 00 
6, 784 71 5, 130 00 
98 13 
138, 411, 050 00 
4, 739, 387 34 
1, 400 00 
4, 335, 133 47 
118, 488, 838 1!1 
174,1327,000 00 
6, 676, 364 30 
38, 473, 320 00 
113, 957, 250 00 
1, 458, 060 00 
3, 945, 900 00 
5, 072, 900 11 
7, 047, 200 65 
122,256 96 
4, 692 42 
21,610 30 
1, 312 50 
45, 169 17 Navy-hospital fund 
Total •••.•••.• 582, 324,122 12 I 291, 803, 2o6 15 I 354,993,301 11 I 675, 795, 2367'1!1, 904,916,466 o9 
Balance in the Treasury .Juno 30, 1864 ..•..•....••••••......•. ······'······ .......................... . 
*These two items properly belong to quarter ending December 31, 1864. 

































36 ACCOUNTS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 17, 1876. 
SIR: Referring to the letter which I bad the honor to address to you on the 4th 
instant, in response to yours of February 9, transmitting a copy of a resolution 
adopted in the Senate of the United States January 24, 1876, instructing the Committee 
on Finance to investigate the books and accounts of the Treasury Department, with 
reference to alleged discrepancies and alterations in amounts and :figures, especially 
in the annual statements of the expenditures of the Government, revenue collected, 
public debt, &c., I beg leave further to state that the tabulated statement of the 
receipts of the United States Government for each :fiscal year, from March 4, 1789, to 
1875, inclusive, and of the expenditures of the same for the same period, to be found 
on pages 10, 12, 14, and 16, respectively, of the Finance Report for 1875, classified under 
appropriate heads, showing the revenues received into the Treasury and the expendi-
tures made therefrom, was :first published in the Finance Report of 1863. (See pages 
240 to 243, inclusive.) 
Prior to the commencement of the publication of these tabulated statements, nearly 
all the information given of the condition of the Treasury was communicateu each 
year in the text of the report of the Secretary of the Treasury to Congress for such 
year. (See Finance Report for fiscal year 1858, pages 1 to 10, inclusive, and Statement 
No. 1, showing, under four separate heads, the receipts of the Government and the 
expenditures, classified under a very few heads; see pages 26 to 30, inclusive, of same 
volume.) These last two statements were invariably made up from the amount of war-
rants issued on the Treasurer. 
There has been prepared, however, and transmitted to Congress, under an order of 
the House of Representatives, passed December 30,1791, an account of the receipts and 
expenditures of the Uniteu States for each fiscal year. This account is a transcript of 
the account, as settled by the accounting-officers of the Treasury, of moneys received 
and paid out by the Treasurer on warrants covering moneys into the Treasury and on 
warrants drawn on him and by him paid. 
As before stated, the statements contained in the Finance Report were made up at 
the close of the year, and represented, in every instance, the amount of warrants drawn 
against appropriations during such year, and therefore charged as an expenditure of 
the year, although such warrants may not have actually been paid until some time 
during the succeeding :fiscal year, and in many instances they have not been paid until 
the expiration of several years from the date of their issue. 
In fact, in the immense disbursements made by the Treasury during the war, the 
amount of the outstanding warrants grew to be very large. The drafts issued on snch 
warrants were used as commercial paper, and being a Government obligation, and 
therefore more desirable than the drafts of individuals, they were retained in the pos-
session of persons into whose hands they came, and were not presented for payment 
until the money which they mpresented was absolutely needed. For these reasons, it 
was found almost impossible to settle the accounts of the Treasurer without legislation 
on the subject, and therefore, on the 2d of May, 1866, Congress passed a law to faciltt ate 
the settlements of accounts of the Treasurer of the United States, and provided that 
any draft issued upon a warrant which had been outstanding and unpaid for three 
years or more should be covered back into the Treasury by warrant, to the credit of the 
party in whose favor it had been originally issued and to an appropriation account to 
be denominated" outstanding liabilities." 
It will therefore be seen, from what has been stated, tbat the statements which have 
exhibited the receipts and expenditures of the Government were made up from entirely 
different data. It had been the practice up to 1871, when the Treasurer's accounts had 
been settled and the amount of money which he had paid out on warrants ascertained, 
to change the items of expenditures in the accounts in the tabular statements of receipts 
and expenditures, which, as has already been stated, were made up from warrants 
issued, so as to make them conform to the accounts of receipts and expenditures, or 
the Treasurer's accounts of expenditures by warrants actually paid. The first account, 
therefore, would be changed whenever the Treasurer's account was settled and the 
amount of outstanding unpaid warrants ascertained. 
A table showing some of the changes which have been made, and which will serve 
as an illustration, is herewith inclosed. 
The alleged discrepancies in the different statements made, have arisen solely from 
the different data upon which such statements have been based. As has already been 
shown, what are technically known in the Department as '' outstanding warrants," are 
one of the elements of such discrepancies. The "unavailable balances," by which is 
meant the amount of money which has been lost by defalcations of officers, and there-
fore not subject to draft, is another. Another element are what are known as "trust-
fund accounts." Some years they have been included in the statements, and in other 
years omitted. This class of accounts represeEts chiefly moneys which the Govern-
ment bas held from time to time as a trustee, and they relate principally to the trust-
funds held for various Inrlian tribes. It is to be presumed that, in making up the tab-
ular statements, the person in charge of the work took it for granted that as these 
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moneys were not really moneys of the United States, they should not be included in 
the account. 
In view of the fact that the difference between the statement made by warmnts 
issued and of that made by warrants paid arose to a great extent from a difference in 
dates, (inasmuch as the warrants issued but not paid within the year in which they 
were issued would be ultimately paid, and when so paid, and the report in which they 
were included as not paid was changed, that no difference would then exist,) it is pre-
sumed it was thought far better to adopt a uniform rule, so that discrepancies apparent 
and not real should rlisappear from future statements, and especially so, because the 
statement made from warrants paid related solely to the personal accountability of the 
Treasurer, an account subsequently audited by the accounting-officers of the Treasury; 
and, also, because it was an account ordered to be published by the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1791, and at a time when no other statements of the public accounts 
were made. 
Besides this, the books of the Department were originally designed to show the ac-
counts of the expenditures by warrants issued, and not by the account which was 
ordered to be published by the House of Representatives' resolution, above referred to. 
From what has been said it might be inferred that two sets of accounts are kept in 
the Departmel}.t, but such is not the case. The accounts of receipts and expenditures 
represented on the books of the Department are based on warmnts issued. The pub-
lished statement, made under the House resolution of 1791, of receipts and expenditures, 
is simply a copy of the Treasurer's personal accounts, based upon the warrants paid by 
him within the year to which it relates. 
It will be seen that the alleged discrepancies referred to have chiefly arisen from the 
practice which has heretofore obtained of using the figures contained in the statement, 
or personal accounts of the Treasurer, after their adjustment, in the place of those 
previously presented in the accounts of warrants issued-an account only ascertained 
one, two, or three years later than the first-named accounts are made up. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN SHERMAN, 
Chai1·man Committee on Finance, United States Senate. 
B. H. BRISTOW, 
Secretary. 
Expenditures as shown by Fina1we Report and by Receipts and Expenditures. 
Civil. Foreign in- Miscellane- War. tercourse. ous. 
Finance Report, 1850, pp. 30 to 34 ..........••. $:l, 042, 770 07 $4, 838 594 76 $6, 958, 360 24 $9, 401, 239 16 
Receipts and Expenditures, 1850, pp. 11 to 39 . 3, 027, 454 39 5, 990, 858 81 7, 025, 450 16 9, 687, 024 58 
Finance Report,-1851, pp. 21 to 25 ............. 3, 478, 549 24 6, 217, 170 30 8, 177,247 71 11, 811, 792 73 
Receipts and Expenditures, 1851, pp. 13 to 45 .. 3, 481, 219 51 6, 256, 427 16 8, 146, 577 33 12, 161, 965 11 
Finance Report, 1852, pp. 2~ to 28 ..•.•.•.•.••• 3, 422, 939 29 4, 132, 671 45 9, 824, 158 02 8, 225, 246 92 
Receipts and Expenditures, 1852, pp. 13 to 49 •. 3, 439, 923 22 4, 196, 321 59 9, 867, 926 64 8, 521, 506 19 
Navy. Interior. Public debt. Total. 
Finance Report, 1850, pp. 30 to 34. ............ $7, 923, 313 18 $3, 400, 524 87 $7, 437, 366 41 $43, 002, 11i8 69 
Receipts and Expenditures, 1850, pp.11 to 3!l .. 7, 904, 724 66 3, 530, 477 49 7, 438, 728 17 44, 604, 718 26 
Finance Report, 1851, pp. 21 to 25 ..•...••..••. 8, 9R7, 797 67 5, 115, 334 98 4, 217,986 10 48, 005, 878 68 
R_eceipts and Expenditures, 1851, pp. 13 to 45 •• 8, 880, 581 38 5, 123, 178 99 4, 426, 154 83 48, 476, 104 31 
Finance Report, 1852, pp. 22 to 28 ...•••..••••• 8, 928, 236 05 5, 198, 828 94 6, 275, 815 53 46, 007, 896 20 
Receipts and Exp~nditures, 1852, pp.13 to 49 .• 8, 918, 842 10 5, 445, 434 82 6, 322, 654 27 46, 712, 608 83 
In the earlier years the Secretary did not state the condition of the Treasury by fiscal or calendar 
years, but very frequently from the commencement of one Congress to another or from one quarter to 
another. 
S. Rep. 371-4 
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